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This paper outlines_a process that can be applied to
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on,dedisions concerning energy education. In addition, some criteria
are given for effective programs and instructional materials for
energy education. This paper addresses the needs cf three kinds of
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progiams; (2) persons responsible for allocating funds; ,and (3)

designers of,materials and programs. ExtenSive lists, of questions,
comprising a major portion of this 'paper, represent the means by
which the analyzer can glean appropriate information from
instructional material and by'which the designer' and the funder can
check.to see that specifications for proposed materials are complete.
An instructional unit on energy for elementary schools s included is
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CRITERIA FOR EFFECTIVE ENERGY EDUCATION

Auclrey B. Champagne and Leo E. Klopfer

Learning Research and Development Center
University of Pittsburgh. .

a

In preparing this paper, we had in'mind the needs pf those
indtviduals who must make decisions concerning instructional

materials and programs for energy education. 1 1w particular, t .

the darer addresses the needs of three kinds of.dscition makers:
, -

persons responsible for purchasing or selecting energy education

instructional materials and programs (purchasers); persons re-
sponsible for allocating funds for development' of such materi-
als and programs (funders); and per actually responsible for
designing such materials and progr'ims (designers). Contained iri

this, paper are the guidelines that will aid (a) purchasers in ana-
lyiing and evaluating instructional materials and programs;
(b) funders in analyzing and evaluating proposed specifications

for the development of instructional materials and programs, ir

1(

1We limit our discussion of energy education to instructional
materials and programs for students in schools. Providing for

.4fenergy education, however, involves the school in more than its .

customary role of purveying knowledge. -It also call's for effecting
changes in the out- of,-school behaviors of students, an outcome .
not included among the objectives of most instructional materials
intended for use in the schools. k.

.

,
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and (cIdesigners in planning for and determining specifications for.

the development Of instructibnaj materials and programs.'2

'The paper outlines a prOcesss that can b4 applied to the analysis
or design of instructional programs and materials. We also discuss
the role of values in decision making, with ,special -emphasis on the

role of values in making decisions conceing energy education. In

addition, the,paper presents some of our criteria for effective pro-
grams and instructional materials for energy education. 3

. .

2Some examples of each typ)of educational decision alcer we
hive in mind (purchaser, funder, and designer) an&the kinds of public
and piivate agencies with which they might be associated are presented
here.

CS A

Persons concerned with purchase or adoption of energy educa-
tion programs and instructional materials will most likely work with
schools or state departments.of education. Their positions include
those of teacher, curriculum specialidt, administfrator, and adoption

-officer.

Persons concerned with the fundin5 of energy education programs
and materials will be found in a wide variety of agencies ranging from
publishers, government agencies, and foundations to utility companies
and consumer organizations. Their positions include those of eXegu--
tive editor, peer reviewer, and project director a we'll as that of con-
sumer education specialist. .

Persons concerned with the design of energy e ucation.programs ,

and materials might be associated with schoo,ls,publi hers, or educa-,
tional rbsearch and development organizations. Persons affiliated
with utility companies and' consumer prganizations might also have
such design responsibilities. The positions of persons involved with
energy education materials design include ithose of teacher, curricu-
lum specialist, curriculum designer, and educational materials writer
or editor.

3 The distinction we make between the terms instructional materi-
als and instructional program relies.on our definition of an instruc--
tional material as any item, be it ,a manipulative or a.printed material,
that is intended to he used for an instructional purpose. Our defini-
tion of instructional program, on the'other hand, refers to a number ,

2 5
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Both in analyzing and designing instructional materials, care-t
afully conceived procedures are necessary to insure that attention. has

been pad to,dachasPect of the materials. The process of analyzing
instructional materials requires the systematic gathering of i'nforma-

...

tion, while the of instructional. design demands systematic

attention te-4.iie. multitudinous 4,etails involved in the conceptualization

and production of instructional material's. Extensive lists of questions,
comprising a major portion of this paper, represent the means by ,

which the analyzer Can glean appropriate information froT instruc--.'
tional materials and by whi,th the designer,atticithe funder can check to

see that specificationg 16`r proposed materials are. complete.

\ The 'questions, have been organiied into nine tables (shown in Appen-
dix A as Tables A-1 through A-9), each of which pertain4ito one of nine
major component's of instructional programs. In our experience, not all
decisions concerning instructifnal materials rely on information about all
'nine of these components. Figure 1 illustrates our ,Oxperience in regard
to the importance of each component for different types of educational te-
cision making. Decisions made by funders or purchasers of instructional

en
/programs and materials are generalli'based on information from 'only se-/

lected -componts. On the other hand*, designers of instructional materi7

als and programs must have information related to all of the components.

Designerei.pu.rchasers, and funder differ also as individuals

= with respect to the relative'importance they give to each component..
in the de n-making process. For example, it is generally the

of .instroctional materials integrated by means.1 f an overall plan
directs how the materials 'are to be Used in conjunction with one n-,
o er toward the aChievegfpfent of one or more in4tructional.purpoSee.
In the following sections 9_1 this paper, we have generally used e
te,lrn instructional materials 'atid instructional programs to refer to
both ides irtteichangeably. It will be clear from the context when a
specific mearfing is appropriate for one Or another` of the terms.

.

,3 ,
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""case that several competent designers will make varying decisions
concerning the design of particular' instructional materials even when
each person's decision is bas,ed on the same information. 'All compe-
tent designers will, however, be knowltcigeable abo.ut the parameters
of potential decisions related to each component and,will be able to
provide rationales for the decisions they make. A more concrete
illustratio'n of this principle can be seen in the context of decisions

made by materials purchasers. Some individuals faced with a pur-
chasing decision give primary consideration to the cost or physical
appearance of the instructional materials. Others'faced with making
the same decision will focus their attention on the as with which the

materials can be implemented in the class roorh r on the demands that
the program places on the teacher. Only "the.rnos sophisticated of
potential purchasers will base their decisions on the more technical
asklects of the materials' design--for example, the use:of principles
of instr' ctional theory in their design. Most purchasers find it very
difficiilt, if not impossible, to carry out sophisticated analyses of
materials of the sort that would dete,rmine, for example, how well
the materials fit the educational goals of the school system.

Individuals.faced with making funding decisions often give pri-
mary consideration to the designers' reputation, the completeness of
thedeve opm_entpl or the appropriateness of the proposed materi.-
als for the target population. Publishers, for example, base many of
their funding decisions on the cost ofithe product to the purchaser axair-i
on the size andcharacteristics,,of the potential user population. Often _
funderS must rely on the expert judgment of the designers in regard to
the more technical decisions ,related to instructional desigrn Just,as
with potential purchasers, it is sometimes, but not often, the case
that funders are as knowledgeable as the most competent designer and
can make more substantive anilysesand evaluation of specifications
for instructional materials oria.11 of the components towardrwhich the
questions presented in this paper are addressed.***

5 8



The questions in the tables provide a mechanism for the sys-

tematic gate ring of information, a necessary but not sufficient con-
dition for informed derision making. We believe that, in addition to

information, values are central to all deCisiO-n-making processes,

inc}uding those involved in the processes of designing, funding, and

purchasing energy education materials and programs. Inde'sign, for
example, decisions are'made about the rationale for the Program or

materials, the content, the packaging, the stud9nt activities, the
teacher's role, and many other. matters. The decisions that are made
reflect the values of those Who make them. A certain program may,%-\

instance, devote considerable attention to teaching-children about

the amount of coal and oil in the e arth but little space to the question

of how alternative sources of energy might be developed. This distri-
_ bution of content sugkests that the designers have placed more value

on knowledge of facts than on knowledge of processes. Decisic)ns

about content made by annergy education program's designers re-
flect particular valves.

The prokess of selecting instructional materials for purchase is
also a matter of making decision ICased on values. In purchasing,

decisions are made concer ng which materials will be selected, how
. .

they will be used, with whom, etc. Because choices exist, decisions
must be made. The amount of time and money a school district is
willing to'expend on energy education reflects the value that the school ,

_places on energy education. Additional considerations in the selection

%process also_reflect values; for example: Should the materials be indi-

vidualized' Should they emphasize' consetion?. Will they deal with

political and economic issues? stionssuch as these considec values,
that is, what the school and the community who will use the instru' c-'

tional materials judge to be important, worthwhile, or "good."

Because decisions made about energy education are valu;...-I-aden,;
we believe-U is important that the values inherent in instructional

-3
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materials be explicit. If they are, the work of persons who must make
decisions about such materialswhether or not to fund a development
projec , whether or not to purchse materials for a school, or asimi-

r mayor decision- -will be facilitated by allowing these decisions to
,- "be. made on a rational,' informed basis. Fol.- the same reasons, we

..r ,feel that specifying the values intrinsic to the materials will also aid'.

the designers in'their work.

The functions of information and values are interactive in the
decision-making proces's and, therefore, can never be treated'as dis- rirr.*-
crete entities. The questions we pose for your use, our discussion
the importance of the information that the answers contain, and the c
feria for effective energy edtictioni we put forward for your considera
tiOn gre all reflections of our values. One of our values is a high rep,
gard for public education. Also, we 'believe that the proper kinds of
instructional materials can play a significant role in enabling the-natio
to cope with the energy dilemma.

Some persons may challenge this assertion, but we suspect that
their doubts stem from a failure tp recognize the potential of recent
developments in'the field "of instructional technology. Principles of
instructional technology that have become known, codified, ando
dated through research in recent years can be successfully applied to
the processes of designing and analyzing educational materis. 4 Many
instructional materials of the past hate failed because these principle,s
were either not applied or inappropriately applied in the course of the
materials' development. Often, too, well - designed materials have
failed because they were improperly implemented or even poorly ,'"`"4%,

4
The literature on systematic instructional procedures is already

quite large and is growing rapidly. P.or representative exatnples, see
ravers (1973);. Resnick, Wang, and Kaplan (1971.t..end Popham andBaker (1970).

7 ^ .



matched to the needs'of the school'system that purchased them. Con-

sOerable experience has ben gained during the last decade and a half

in designing, analyzing, d implementing instructional materials.

Such experience now makes it possi le to suggest with som-assurance

necessary conditions for the d ign, selectidn; and implementation of

effective and successful instr tiohal materials for schools. We value

also the application of systematic procedures to fhe processes of analy-

sis, design, and implementation of instructional materials.

These are our values; they determine our criteria for instruc-

tional materials. The questions in the tables reflect the applicatibh of

some of our yalues to the process of _establishing criteria. Consider

for example question B.9 in Table A-1 (Apperfd1x A), "Ar'e there ex-
_

plicithr stated objectives corresponding to all the program's goals'"

Because we. value a systematic design process, we would iiiclude the

presence of behaviorally stated.objectives as one of our criteria for

effective instructional materials-.. That is not to say that the only right

;newer to question B. 9 'is "yes. "_ There are`effective instructional

materials that do not contain explicitly stated behavioral objectives.

A "no" answer
/` however, 'result in further analysis of the in-

.

structional materials in order to determine if the fu'nctions served by

behavioral objectives have been adequately met.

The illustration in the preceding paragraph is intended to emplia-

size that the particular answers that'result from the applicatioh of the

questions presented in our tables to any particular instruction41-ma-.

terials do not determine in themselves the potential effectiveness of

those materials. The infopmation resulting from the'answers,to the
a ,

questions must be considered in the context of criteria which you het,-,

based pn the values you hold. In the following discussions of issues cf

relating to components of instructional materials, we set forth certain

of our criteria,'but you must set your' own criteria after considering

the issues we raise.

033



Rationale, Goals, and Objectiyes

Beldre discussing-our criteria for the rationale, goals, and
objectives of energy education programs and instructional materials,

40

it is necessary for the sake of clarity to indicate wha rwe mean by,sthe
terms "rationale," "goals," and "objectives." For our purposes, the f
rationale of a program is a statement that explains such matters as
why the development' of the program was kinderta,ken,4uilial soc ietal
needs the program was developed to respond to,( and what were the
underlying assumptions of the program's designers, By "goals" we
mean, simply; the broad aims -that the prigram or the materials are
designed to achieve. The goals of a program Of energy education pre-

..

surhably would include such things as increasing students' knowledge
about energy-and changing their behaviers related to energy consump,-,.

i.tio'n. Oajeciives are muc} snore specific statem2nts of the outcomes-
that various-parts of a program are designed to' produce.

t
Decisions that must be made.in the dourae Of deVeloping or,, .

selecting energy education materials will be facilitated by the knodstp,
of information that are ,available irccarefAy thought , out and written*
statements of rationale, goals, and objectives. Because, Ciethe value

,.,we attach to developing e ucafional materials systematically, andon'a'rational basis, the firs *clerations in this development,
shouldbe those surioun i g a program's ratiorlale, goals, and,objec- -

.

A

tives. The'nittir-gritty"' decisions about the development of:aoprOgram--'
Will it include manipulative activities, sill media otherthan Print be
used;etc --can be made rationally only after deeisAns have"-------,---__, , .

...
.

emade about syli the progr rn-is _meetled and what it aims to achieve in,
both general and specific_,terms.- Reversing the order of these kinds

-a4
-------of decisions can easily lead to programs _that re incoherent, incon--:._,,,__

,,sistent, and ineffective.
.

We -a elieve that the process of seilecting,a program or
*materials or,purchase expedited if, eb.rly in the selection

I r 9- 12
c



4

process, cirefill attention is given tolhe rationale, goals, and °Ned-
.

fives of the programs and materials under consideratiod. If, for exam-
ple, a program espouses goals that are quite inconsistent with the goals '

.
of the community where the program will be used, the piograrn can

probably be eliminated from consideration.

From our analysis of the energy dilemma and the role of educe-
..

ea' n in it evolve our criteria )or the ationale and goals of energy edu-
.,

cation'rnaterials that we would judge to be potentially effective.

''Tlafrari is our analysis of the dilemma. In the years to come, the
demarrd for energy will exceed the supply. Copts of delivering energy

will continue to increase. Increased use of energy will further deplete
our natural kesources and influence the ecological balarice df the en-_
vironmerit. Individuals confronting the energy dilemmma will be forced

to make decisions and choices; their Concerted decisions will influence

national energy policy andtheir individual choices will determine Their'
life styles.

.
This-situation requires 'citizens who are knowledgeable, who are

aware of their personal values, who are skillful problem solvers and

decision,makers, who have well-defined personal goals, and who are,
able to predict the Consequence's of their energy choices and decisions,

both for thernselites and for the society in which they live.
r-

This analysis_ has these implications for energy education. Energy
education must be multifaceted,, that is, it must not only convey Worn-is-

- tion,- but also deal with social, ellinomic, pout cal and, moral issues.
4.

In addition, it must make provision for increasing individuals' abilities .

to define their values and goals, to solve problems, and to make deci:-

signs. Our analysis also suggests some criteria for the rationale and
goals of energy education programs:- The ratiopaleiatid goals of such

.
programs should reflect the multifaceted nature of energy education.

The philbsophical, ,psychological, social, scientific, and political.

assumptions underlying the rationale and goals should also be specified,
.

10 13
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as we-have sta0ed, to guide the work of the detigners 'and.to facilitate
understanding 4 the program by others. Section A of Table A-1
(Appendix A) Ares is questions that the - decision maker can uaelo--
gather information about a program's rationale. Questions about the
goals of energy education programs and materials are included in
Section B of Table 4- 1.

As the heading thdicates, the questions that comprise Section B

of Table A.-1,deal with the conceptualization of an energy education
program, that is, the relationship of the program's rationale to its
goals, oftits goals to its objectives, ana its objectives to its instruc-
tional materials. The information that one gathers by asking these
questioits is .useful in making judgments about a program's consistency
anddcoherence, two, important prerequisites for effectiveness.

Section B of Table A-1 also presents a numbez.of questions re-
garding the statement's of objectives. It is our opinion that an impor-
twit process in operationalizing the goals of a program is the tranala.e
tion of the program'sgoals.into specific objectives. Objectives can'
serve a variety Of funCtions. The format of the-Objectives determines,
in part, the extent to which the objectives can serve the functions.' For
example, objectives, that are stated behaviorally--in terms of observa-
ble student behaviors - -are useful as means of communicating the
designers' ideas about the effects of the program to the teachers who
implement the program. EFlucators rely on observations and descrip-e

--,.tions of overt behaviors to infer the state and organization of an indi-
vidual's knowledge. It follows, theiefore, that behaviorally stated. .'
objectives are alsollseful starting points for assessing -the extent.to
which the progr4m has attained jts,goals-. The uee of behavioral objec-
tivej is sometimes criticized because they so often describe trivial
behaviors. This need'nOt be the case, however.' In fact, aprogram
can,be evalakated in part on the extent to which its object's sample

o
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behavicits rotn all levels of the cognitive and affective domains as ,

described by Bloom (1956) and Krathviohl, Bloom, and Masia (1964). 5

51n addition to aiding communication and the assessment of the
effects of instruction, stating educational objectives behaviorally,facili-
tates the selection of appropriate instructional strategies. (See page 19
orthis paper.)

-.,.. .
., Benjamin Bloom was instrumental in providing educators and psy-

chologists with an important tool, a.taxonornic system for grouping to-
gether behaviors that have specified attributes in common. In this
taxonomy, behaviors are classified into three major groups, called
domains, according to whether they are primarily cognitive, affective,
or psychomotor behaviors. Of course, the division of behaviors into
these threi domains. is an artificial distinction since almost any behav-
ior ordinarilry is made-up of cognitiye, affective, and psychomotor ele-
ments.' For example, behaviors resting to conserving, energy iii.the
home might rely partly on knowledge Of ways to conserve energy,
partly on the desire to conserve energy, and partly on the physical
ability to perform tasks That aid in conserving energy, such as shutting
Off a light switch. Neverthelesb, the classification 6f biehaviors 'pro-
vides some extremely useful tools for educators.

Within each domain orthe taxonomy? specific behaviors are ar-
ranged hierirc.hi lli in terms of their complexity. To illustrate This
hierarchical arrd gement, let us examine some examples of behavior
from the cognitive; domain. The first level of the cognitive domain is
knowledgebehaviorally stated, the ability to recall specific informa-
tion, e..g., knowledge of some ways that energy might be conserved in
the home. The second leVerOf the cognitive domain, comprehension,
involves such behaviors as the ability to explain why insulating one's
house will conserve energy. The third level, application, is exempli-
fied by the behavior of applying the idea of energy conservation to an
area where one has not yet learned ways of conserving energy. An
example illustrating the fourth level, apalysis. is fhe ability to recog-
nize various techniques of energy con`SerVation, e.g., using a single
energy sourcd for two. or more different purposes simultaneously. The
fifth level, evaluation, calif for such behaviors as the ability to corn-

%wire various energy conservation plans proposed for one's family and r,

oneto select one of them on the liasis of the amount of energy it conserves
and the likelihood that 'ape's family wilibe able to adhere to it without
undue hardship.

112 5



Figurel2 shows some examples of behavioral objectives from
several levels of the cognitive domain; Figure 3 presents behavioral
.objectives from all five levels of the affective domain. These objec-.
tives from the affective domain are particularly important to energy

1 education since, as can be seen in Figure 1, they are concerned with
the student's behavior outside the classroom. They are-Lalso closely

111related to the processes of values clarification, goal setting, and. .

decision making, piocesses we believe are essential parts of energy
edwcation. 6

planning of proposed new programs or materials for energy education.
The questions will be of special interest to persons considering under-
taking thqidevelopment of Such programs and to those who must evalu-
ate plans for materials,development projects.

1 7. \
1..,.

Finally, Section C ofoTable A-1 lists some questions about the

Content

The content of an energy education program must reflect' and
support the goals and objectives of the program. Since the goals and
objectives of an effective energYedicati ri. program encompass a
variety of behaviors and an extensive knowledge base, the content of

. `such a program will, of necessity, include bo,th skills and knowledge ,

areas. Thus, ?lir criteria include considerations both of the informa-_,

)tion and knowledge conveyed to the student (the cognitiv domain) and
of the skills in values clarification, goal setting, problem solving, and
decision making (which have behavioral components in both the cogni-
tive and'the affective domains).

6We
shall discuss these processes more fully in a later section

of this paper in relation to the instructional'strategies employed in
energy education.

436
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: BEHAVIORAL OBJECT1N7ES

1. The stude,nt identifies the following attributes of energy
energy can change things, energy added to a system changes
the system; energ he different forrnsrenergy can be con-
verted from one form to another form

3 The student gives texamples from his or experience of
heat energy'and light energy diaoging a-system..

6 The student describes The energy conversions in various
"systems e g, a lightbnIk(electrical energy to heat energy
and light energy). -a b'uper (electrical energy to sound
energy), a, world- oxygen system (*Mica' energy ttz heat
energy and light energy), a boy. doing work (chetnical
energy16 kinetic energy).

7 The student identjfiestAe source of energy for a familiar
system ,(animal. plant, car. electric appliance) and describes
some of the energy conve'tsions that take place in'
each system.

8. The ,student cliscuAes events in the life Of James Prescott
Joule it ,relation to his scientific contribdtions and to the I,

culture of his time.

15. Given several illustrated situations, some of which depict
work being done and some of which do not, the student
identifies those pictures in which work is being done.

20. The studenfridentifies a fuel as a chemical substance that
Interacts with oxygen to release stored energy.

21. Given a descriptidn (w.rilten and Illustrated) bf a situation
where several energy-converting systems have different
amounts of fuel, the student identifies the system which
can release the greatest amount of energy and orders the
systems according to their capacity for kreleasing energy.

23. The student _writes a short essay on how hilkijife would be
"N. 'different if all the coal and petroleum on earth -weee

used up.

27. Given data on a sample of water of mass m (uriolograms),
at temperature ti, and told that heat energy'is added until
the temperature is at t,. the student determines the quan
tity of heat energy (in kilocalories) added to the sample.

N. The student identifies the following attributes of energy
from the sun. keeps all the water in the oceans from
freezing. makes` the wind blow. is stored in- petroleum
and coal: is converted into sugars and starches.by green
plants. moves water from place to place on the earth's
surface, and is the earth's most important source of energy.

30.' The student writes a short essay on what his life would
be like wiiheu the sun's energy.

'

.
Figure 2. Illustration of cognitive domain objectives concerning energy "Behavioral Objectives

for the Joule Unit" (excerpt), from Champagne and Klopfer, 1975. pages 26.28.

17
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1,

AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES ,

RECEIVING
The student is alert to everday situations where energy '
is being wasted

The student recognizes that 'her. or his actions have an
effect on the national consumption, of energy.

RESPONDING',
The student voluntarily seeks out information about ways
to limit her, or his personal consumption of energy

Thestudent is willing to dress more warmly indoors in the
winter m order to help lunit family fuel consumption

VALUING
The student has a sense of re, possibility for keeping the
waste of energy in the home at a minimum .

The student recognizes tt4 desirability of using public
transportation rather than a private automobile whenever
possible.

The student assumes an active rote in keeping the waste
of enemy \ in the home at a minimum by shrting ,Rff
lights in tihoccupled rooms

The student seeks out information about the cost benefits
of limiting applikce use in order to influmice her or his
family to limit their energy consumption in this way
The student displays her or his cony ton of the need to
develop energy soured alternative to fossil fuels by encour-
aging elected representatives to support research on alter'
native energy sources.

The student displays r his conviction olothe need to
reduce energy consumption by urging the family to keep
the thermostat at the minsinum level necessary for c,pmfOrt
in the winter

ORGANIZATION
The student relates Iler or his desire to own a large-
automobile- to the need -for conserving energy.

The student reexamines her or his deferences for certain
kinds of architectural struturestl in terms of ,wlfZither they
help or hinder energy/consItati°

The student attempts...I ALt haracteristics by %Inch
her or his family could develop a plan for limiting their
consumption of energy.

The student judges candidates for elective office partly irl

terms of their commitment to alternative energy sources
and the need to limit energy use

The student judges arguments by pub c abr e s-
the feasibility of limiting energy consumption rms
of what she or he knows about the need t

CHARA6TERIZATION
pp

The student is predisposed to consider ways of in ing
. energy consumption of making a decision about a hytuse

she or he 41 build or buy.

The, studerq views her or his career choice in teriIs orrf
her or his desire to seek ways to limit energy consun
or to seek energy sources alternative to fossil finis.

Figure 3. Illustration of affective domain objectives concerning 'nergy.

1 5
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'Content relating to information and knowledge must be con-

sidered from two standpoints, completeness and accuracy. Our cur-
rent energy dilemma is highly complex, and even `6, superficial under-

stahing of its complexities requires some knowledge in several of

the academic disciplines. Some elementary knowledge of

of physical, biological, social, economic, and political science is

necessary for an appreciation of the complexity of the energy dilemma

and for informed, sensible personal decisio,ns about energy use. This

suggests that the content of an effectiv'e program of energy education

will be multidisciplinary. The effects of an energy education program

that considers the energy dilemmt from the perspective of a single
academic discipline can be deleterious to the goal of attaining informed

knowledge of the Issues in energy use: Such perspective itaay suggest

simplistic solnlions.to a complex problem, solutions that are not likely

to be satisfactory.

Accuracy of informttional content needs to be Considered from

two perspectives, the correctness and precision of the inform1ation, on-

the one hand, and the intellectual honesty with which it is presented, on
. .

the other. Checktron the correctness and precision of 'nformation can
be made with relative ease by experts from the releva t academic dis-
ciplines. The perspective of intellectual honesty of-infmatidna,I con-
tent is snore subtle. --1. his'Griterion requires that students be made

''
aware of the fact that some of the information presented is tentative
and that in our complex woirldmany desisions are made in the absence
of complete information. It also requires that general principles withr
regard to energy conservation, rather than specific dictums, be taught.

-

This 'distinction can be illustrated by an example from the health field,.

Some years ago the public was urged to have annual chtst x-rays for
the purpose of the early, detection of tuberculosis. When the realiza-
tion of the potential dangers` of regular x-rays forded a change in this

health policy, many people took the attitude that this was yet another
\example of the contradictory advice of the "experts," in this case the

6,



physicians. If people had been taught cthe health principle behind
' annual X-rayslamely, that early detection of TB improves the

prognosisarid then had.bean given alternative means for early diag-
. A ;aosis, thet'"effef4hof changing recimanendation would not have been

as negative. Similarly, if students are taught general principles re-,

garding eneagy, education, rather than specific rules, they will be
better able to cope with the Vicissitudes of the energy situation that

. *can.be expected in the fiture.

cp

The informational content of energy education,programs will, if
it Meets the criteria suggested, above, provide the basis on which deci-
sions can be made pnd plans of action can Ile formulated. Providing
information alone,. however, does not insure that the student has the
skills rieceasary to use this 1/4nformation to solve problems or to make,
decisions or plans. Thus, included as a pa4f the content of an effec-
tive energy education program should be oppgrtunities for students to
develop skills in decision making and problem solving. While the
development of these skills is often ,included in statements of educa-
tional goals, there is evidence that they are given much less attention
in schools than knowledge gols. 7 If energy iducatioon is to achieve
its goals, the teaching of decision- making and problem-solving skills .

will need to be emphasized in the content.

.If goals of an energy education program include having students
apply decison-making and problem - solving behaviors to energy-related

,.
situations ey encounter outside the school, the development of skills
in values c arificationand personal goal setting will also need to be
included in the energy program's content. Stude4s will conserve,

'Nis appears to be true even in schObl subjects such as science
7

acrd social 'studies whezt problem-solving goals are more highly touted
than knowledge goals. For discussions of this issue in relation to sci-
ence and social studies, see Champagne and Klopfer (1977) and Massialaa
and Cox (1966)2

l o'
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energy outside the school o ly when this action is consistent with their

persOnal goals. Helping st ents clarify their values and understand
the consequence's of their go ls is a very important aspect of erie

educationls content.
'41,

The foregoing* discuss on delineates some considerations we feel

. should be 'kept in mind in pla ning the content of energy -education in-
.40

structional materials or pro rams or in judging such content. Table

A-2 (Appendix A) presents a re +detailed and specific list of ques-
.

Vons that should be considere' judging the-content of effective energy

education,materials. Figure -1 (Appendix B) shows the scieoce.con-
s.

tent as it.is presented to the st dent in one set of instructional matek-
als'on energy, the Joule Unit.

As a final note, we point that our criteria have some interest-
ing implications for otIr present syste'm of formal education. To meet

.

the criterion'of multidisciplinarity-of content, for example, formal + .

education.must be prepared to break down its traditional subject mat-
ter barriers. The inclusion of content in the areas of ddcision making,

AL.problem solving, goal setting, and values clarification also reqthwas
,

considerable departure from traditinn. Thus, while we believe thets_

formal educatimi can provide individuals with eheinformation, skit,
and motivation needed to cope effectively with the current energy dilem-

, we anticipate that effective energy education will ,reqUire ffbm
ools a willingness to reorganize the usual compartmentalization of

school subjects.

8 The Joule Unit (Champagne & Klopfer, 1974a) is an instruotiorial
unit on energy intended to be used by elementary and middle school, stu-
ents as part'of a comprehensive science program. ' Materials from the
oule Unit are used here and in other,places in this paper as illustrative

examples of the application of some of our.principles of instructional
design,

18 21.



Instructional Strat e4s4and Materials'
19

In our view, the goalsi,of an energy education program ne6es-
.

sarily cover a broad range of knOwledge and behavibrs Of different
levels of complexity. In order for these god% to be realized, they
must he translated accurately into effective teaching procedures and
instructional materials. The process of accurate translation, known
as instructional design, is a complex° one. Each of theseaspects of
instructional design--defing teaching procedures and developing. ,Inst ctronal materialswill be considered In tur

.-Ong* important step'in the definition of teachi g procedures is
.

the statement in behavioral, terms of what is to bpllearned.by the stu-
n

dents.- Once the desired outcomes for a progr are stated anti class
sgied, a next step in the design process is to select an appropriate
teaching procedure to bring abOut a desired outcome. Learning theory
suggests that behaviorsfrom differe t domain's and:behaviors of dif-

Aferent levelsjof complexity' are 1 rned in different ways. 'Ftsr exam-
pie, riding a bicycle (a highe level pflyChomotor behavivr) and spell--
ing cat (a lower level cognitiv behavior) are both learned behaviors.
Each is learned unde'r very different conditigns.

An instructional strategy is the process by'which tile conditions
ofor learning a certain class of'behaviors are created., For example,

incases where it is necessary to impart information to the student, a
didactic insiructional, strategy may be used. Figure 13-2. (Appendix B),
a'reproductioh of Joule Lesson 5, in which information about types of
energy conversion is presented to the student, illustrates-the didactic

op

instructional strategy. Other kinds of instructional strategies are used
when it is d'esrrable for the student to learn higher level cognitive behO.v-

,
0,7

fors. Joule MinEx 3, reproduced in Figure B-3 of Appendix B, illus-
trates the application of modeling to teach a Problem-solving behavior. ,

"A Seminar on. Energy, " part of which is reprodubed in Figure B-4
(Appendix B), iltuStrates the use of simulation to teach studentaile*fo

19 .22
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'
behal,e when participating in a seminar. Modeling 'and simulation are

instructional strategies_ sometimes used to ttcach complex bbhaviors.

There is a..considerable body of res ch and pscholegical
theory from which evolve principles that are useful in designing in-

4.

structional strategies for successful teaching of behaviors'frttrn dif-

. ferent domains and Of different levels ofreiatr,iplexity. An example of

such a principle involves the relationship between ,experiences with

physical 9bjects,and the learning of abstract concepts.. Some psy-t,

chologists belieVe that understanding of physical concepts is gained

only aftez having had fthe opportunity to experience them through the

manipulation of physical qbjects. This principle is illustrated in the

excerpt from Joille Lesson 5 in Figure B-2 (AppendixB). In this les--

son, the student experiences the concept of energy conversion through

manipulations and observations of a battery-bulb'-buzzer_esystern. The

student experienits firsthand the conversion from potential energy
(the chemical energy stored in the battery) to kinetic energy (the light

and heat from the bulb and the sound and the heat from the buzier).

The Joule MinEx 3 illustrated in Figure B75 (Appendix l is another
- _

illustration of the application of this\principle.

Educators are most experienced in designing instructional strate-
_

._pies to successfully teach the lower level Cognitive behaviors. The
ar.

higher-level cognitive behaviors represent a greater Challenge. De-

signing instructional strategies that teach people to take, action on the
basis of what they. haveilearned in energy education is a challenge of

,an alt differeritforder of magtitude.

It cannot be assumed that Providing students with information
4-

about energy and the shortage of energy necessarily will have any
. , ?

effect on thei.vraclions with regard to energy consumption. Indeed,
,

'it has been the-findinig,of educators in other fields where a goal of

edcation is to change peoplets behaviors,/e.g., nutrition, that pro-
viding people with information does not change their behaviors (see,

P23
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for example, Hochbaum, 197:7). , Behaviors related to energy consump -'
.

lion, like chose related to eating, are, in general, habitual, requiring
Kno deliberate attention from the individual. To achieve the goal of)

changing students' behaviors with respect to energy consumpti4, the
instructional strategies of an energy education program`must take this
habitual nature of many of these b,ehaviors into account. /A

As 'a first step toward-changing these behaviors, students should
be Made aware of their habits of using energy, i.e., these behaviors

So
must be brought into the realm of conscious attention and decision
making. -Further/instructional strategies shbuld make provision for
guiding students in the process of making responsible, inforrned.deci-
sions about theirause of energy. And, just as it is true that a decision
maker who.mttst choose'a program of energy education must make this
decision on the basis of what is valued, so a student making a decision

,
about his or het use of energy must alio make this decision on the basis
of what he or she values. This implies that the instructional strategies
of an energy education prOgram will need to pe concerned with helping
children identify'antle clarify their own.ialuts. This further implies
that the student should not merely be asked to. state his br her values
with respect to energy, but also that-Ore-student be aided in the process/

-Of identifying, and clarifying such goals. 9 Especially important in a
program with the goal of changing students' behaviors or actions is
the opportunity for students to set goals for themselve.s, on the basis
of their own values. Goals are "indiSpensible for action" (Kreitler Ec
kreitler, 1976, p. 103) and are necessary links between beliefs and
valties, on the'one hand', and action', on the other.,

wo,

/9Various
techniques for values clarifica tion have been devised`',

and some of the most interesting ones are discussed in Raths,
and Simon (1966).

'2 4
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. ( .(%The clarifying of values 'and the setting of goals can be viewed. ,..t .,
ae,prerequisites to an individual's changing his or her habits of ener-
gy consumption. Such a goal might'be broad and altruistic; for exam-

0
pie, "I would like to conserve energy for the sake of future generaz`
tions." More relevant,to the student and, therefore, probably more
effective in changing the student's behavior would be a goal suchas,

"I would like to reduce My family's utility.bills." biony case, having
formulated a goal, the student can then go about the process of making

4

responsible decisions about 'energy consumption..,

The foregoing c wisionis-uggests a number of questions to be

'considered in designing the instructional stratekies of a program of
energy pducation. .We have listed a sampling of -such questions in

Table A-3 of Appendix A.
,

.Not only must an instructional strategy be appropriate to the

desired beliavior, it must also be appropriate to the learner charac-
teristics of the target population of students, #nd it must make ade-

./quate provision for the individual differdhces and neediof individual
' children. R., too, the instructional materials must be designed and

produced to fit the learner characteristics of the target population and
have built-in mechanisms_for accommodating to different individuals'
learner characteristics.

The questions in Table A-4 of Appendix A'are included to provide

a framework for considerati/m of issues relating to student instruc-
materials. Characteristics of the target population which can

be predicted with a Moderate degree of accuracy include level of.read-

ing ability, level of cognitive development, leV,el Of motor skill develop J.

ment, and achievement level in mathematics. Materials should be
developed to match what is gilenerally known about the level.of develop-

Ment or achevement of each of these characteristics in the target
Polulation. However, even within a well-defined population, children

will exhibit these characteristics to greater or lesser degrees. A

22_ 25.



s'
well- designed program will make provisions for these individual, dif-
ferences'. 'As an example, we Caricite the Use ofread-along audio
tapes designed foaccoMpany printed instructional materiald. The
prinrematerials a writ5en for children who are read"ing at.grade

. level. The audio Lapes represent an accommodation to the intividual
need of those children,who are r.eading below grade level.

l'here are other ways
' Whi.ch Oiildrpn's- learning 'requirement's

I

differ that arenot predicLble simply by knowing the characteristics of
.the population of which the, student is membe,r. Students differ in the

sensory mode by which theyle;rn information bests s me gaining more -
information from listening and ethers from reading or from TV or.
movies. c. f -

-
YIP, . . , , .

Children also exhibit preferences for different social settings
-for learning. Sbme prefer to learn by themselves, others are more
satisfied learning by interacting with otti,ers--th.; teacher or their,
peers. An important point for consideration in any educational pro- ,.

gran? is tlie4exient to which accommodations for', a her, dif 4. ..
ferences are made in the instructional materials. 10

.

The'le4A both theoretical and (echnical,:contiderations that
should be given to the desigNardproduction of print media; illustra-
tions, visuals, sound recordings, and Mips. The selection of these-(to fulfill specified it requirements should show the aware-

,ness and u-se on the pai-t of designers of the research relating M their....

most effective }use iAeathing for specified outcome 1 Sections E,l

-
_10

The ideas, expressed here relate ,to the notion of Idapti educaztion. One compTehensive account of this notion may be found q Over,'
(1977).

11
Reviews of research in these areas have been underta

various TriAlts of view by educational theorists. See, fra. example, the .
reviews by 1,,teVie andDickie (1973); Frase (1973); and Wittrodk,and .
Lumsdaine .(1977):-
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.

Fl and G Table A-,-4 contain questions that pertain t the.level

technicit cpsiality or the instructional materials. hese questions

focus on the tssue of whether the materials have been prOducedare-
-.fully of whether slipshod techniques were used. Some specific ques-

0

tuts listed in those sections of Table A-4.rney appear to be extremely

t ng. Nevertheless., in the aggregate, these questions are veryar
:

port!nt. Technical quality can either enhance or limit the effeclive-

ness of.instructional materials and the instructional strategies which

Iiare.usdd in them.

The Teacher
i"

The (eAllr is thx...isingle most important element in an educa-

tional endeavor. M.

best coriceived.l.aitd

mit be successful.

ithout c petent, committed teachers, even the, .
st ca efully devOop ed educational program can-

Nns'ons must be made in eilucatipnat programs

to provide teachers with adequate prepaiation for the task of imple-

menting the program and for coitinued supporcaring the implementa-

tion process.

The

4
s;°

lementation of energy edusation prbgramp will represent

ka, challenge \ven eo the mos t experiencei and reative Teacher. The
multidisciplinary characte(of tie energy dile a and the need to pro-

-
vide- \experiences that *w_ill give studehtt*eportrinities to define their.
persorral goals, clarify values, and examine their behaviyrs combine. ,

Ito make energy education a major undertaking for the teacher., To
..---

' -experience success, the keadher must becommitted to energy educe-
-.

ttion, be iinowledgeable in several academic disciplines, be able to
integrate this knowledge and bring it to bear on the energy dileipme,

_ .

and be competent to teach for complex skill.attainment and positive
.-.

i.. a itudetelelOpmet ,We can predict that, in large measure, Thett....

initial" success of an energy-program will be determined by the extent

-\ to which the teachei preparation program is,successful in helping
e \

,
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teachers deveclop these attitudes and competencies. Section B of
Table A-5 (Appendix A) contains.some specific questions relating to

the conceptualization of a teacher preparation prOgram for energy
.,education.

Section A of Table A-5 addresses several interrelated issues

pertaining more,directly to the teacher's personal role in an energy
education program. The questions in Section A provide a framework
for assessing the teacher's pbtential for experiencing success in an

energy education program. The teacher's succesewill be determined.
in partby his or her own abilities and characteristics and in part by
factors external to the teacher. Both the teacher and the situation in

'which heor she will be teaching should lie carefully considered when

selecting leackters for participation in a program. No amount of'prepa-
,,

ration ot inservice support can overcome the deficiencies of a poorly
trained teacher or the resistance of the reluctant teacher. 'Questions

4 t

related to the personal characteristics of teachers can also be used

as a basis for diagno8ing the needs of teachers who are being pre-
.

pared for teaching-in energy education programs.

Other questions in Section A of Table A-5 examine factors exter-
.

_nal-to the teacher-which will impinge on theeacher and influence her
or his 'success. Some of these factors include the administrative,sup-

, port the'teaqkr can,exject and the physical classroom facilities,
equipment, and other services available to the teacher. Even a well-
prepared and highly motivated teacher can become discouraged and
experience failure in the face of a difficult teaching situation.

Another issue, one addressed by the questions in Section C of
Table A-5, concerns the adequacy of the program's teacher materials

to provide the teacher with continuing information and support dui4ng

- the implementation process. 'Teaching a newrprogram requires the
learning of much more information and the development of new teach-,

ing skills. More learnineis required than can be absorbed in the time
A 28
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47

usually allotted to teacher preparation programs. Therefore, much of
the information presented during the teacher preparation program must

be available.to the teacher when she or he is back in the classroom. A
welf-tresigned manual containing carefully selected and written informa-

tion tan provideAthe teacher with ongoing support. For example, suffi-
ient information on the subject- matter content should be provided to help

/ the teacher feel confident that the necessary information is readily avail-

ab to cover most classroom situations. Figure B-5 (Appendix B) shows

an ex rot from the Joule Unit Science Content Overview. the purpose of

the ;clerls.- vem,iew Is to provi.ie the teacher with background

zn::orrnat,..)1 1 th,-- science content taught in. the Joule Unit,

- the )e.4synal a raLteristics of th, teacher and the type of school

situation in which he ur she lb to use an energy education program are

among the strongest influences on tile success of a thoroughly conceived

program in the classroom.' The teacher materials provided by an energy
education prugran,., however, will be vitally important in communicating

to the teacher the attitudes, knowledge, and skills that are required.ih

this new educational undertaking.

3

Student Assessment

rtor.a-ice.. file

at roll r3^ )4".- as t.s.,c- ran

. ;cal -Lu,.tent learn !)12t-of Ze-
s

-osn,r5cd trisructn,n mar-, lf-arning and

r, ,7^ - r ,nan.4e, bt.ilal.lirF to nc,nr: well-

increast ±e ;robability that -;tudt_nts

will acquire new knowledge and skills aiid that they will make use of the

opportunities to develop new behaviors. Providing for the assessment of

students' achievement or trehaviOr in.any aspect of an energy education

program serves to focus the students' attention on that aspect - -be it ac-

quiring knowledge, learning problem-solving skills, clarifying values,
developing attitudes, or making decisions. Aspects of the prograrn irr

ti
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which studentsare not.assessed tend to be ignored by the students and
viewed as unimportant. If, for example, the energy %education prograYn
seeks to improve the students' capabilities in,rnaking decisions about con-.
serving energy but only provides for assessment of their knowledge Of

infognation about energy, the chances for realizing thp_ouitcOme of im-
proved decision - making capabilities are greatly decreased. ,Student
assessment, then, is a key factor in determining the extent to which stu-,
dents will attain the desired outcomes specified by the program.

Proceduresand instruments for student assessment fall into the
area of educational measurement and evaluation, about which a good deal
is known as a result of several decades of reaseach and experience. 12
To provide for student assessment in an energy education program, it
usually will not be necessary to invent .something completely new. Rather,
most of the needs for student.assessment in energy education can be ful-
filled by'intelligently applying and adapting existing assessment proce-

,

dures. Whether this has been done.or will be done is an important ques-.,
tion to raise about any particular extent or proposed energy education
program. For a program that already has some provisions for student
assessment, we would next inquire whether or not generally accepted
assessment procedures and practices were employed.

Virtually all systematic assessment procedures begin with clear.
specifications of the objectives the student is to achieve. It is for this
re on that,hat, in the earlier section of this paper on goals and objectives,

o 9'we insi ted on the necessity of writing functional statements of objectives.
The effort involved in making these statements as" clear and precise ast

0.
12The

many years of work in educational measurement and evalua,tion have produced countless assessment instruments and a vast,number
of papers and books about student assessment procedures. For 'us, the
two most useful compendia on student assessment are Bloom, Hastings,
and Madaus (1971) and Thorndike "(1971). However, educationalyneasure-
ment and evaluation is a very busy Area, so the current periodical litera-
ture also must be consulted to keep abreast of new studentassessynent
procedures.

06,
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possible is worthwhiYe hecause4heir constitute the basis for designing

appropriate assessment procedures, and that task become\s much easier

when/ here is a minimum'of ambigpity abbut the learning and behavioral

outcomes expected of students as a result of their experiences in the

program. The 'tements of objectives should cover the full range of

expected Outcomes so that, taken all together, they can be used to define

the total population of student learnings and behaviors which will be sam-

pled by means of the assessment procedures.' It is patently impossible
to assess students on each and every desiredoutcome that an energy
education, program specifies, but it also is essential that no cruor
highly valued outcome goes unassessed. Hence, another key question

about the adequacy of the assessment procedures concerns the ex ent to

which the sampling of student learnings and behaviors which ac ally are

sassessed is balanced and represents the total population of desired out-

comes. In Table A-6 of Appendix A, we have listed a number of addi-

ticinal quastions that should be considered in judging the adequacy of stu-

dent assessment procedures of an energy education program.

Two cautions must be kept in mind when confronting the matter
of stude assessment in energy education. First, student assessment

is althost ce ain to be incomplete and inadequate if it deals only with

learnings in the cognitive dorhain. The temptation to do this is strong

because assessment procedures and instruments are presently most
.fully.developed in the cognitive domain and because educators are most

familiar with assessing cognitive learning, and it seems safe. However,

as we have argued throughout this paper, cognitive learning is merely

one component of energy education. At least as important, and proba-

bly more so, are the development of problem-solving skills, clarifica-
tion of values, improving capabilities in decision making, and develop-
ing appropriate out-of-school behaviors with respect to energy conser-

,
vation. Student learnings and behaviors in these aspects of'energy

education must also be assessed. Adinittedlyo procedures for such

assessments are not so well developed as in the cognitive domain and

28



a little 'more imagination and effort are required to carry them out.
But, these are insufficient grounds for omitting student asAessment,in
crucial aspects of energy education.

The second caution is to avoid reliance on student self-

assessment as the sole assessment procedure Where important as-
pects of energy education are concerned. All too often in instances
when setting up a more systematic assessment procedure is difficult,

,cumbersome, or expensive, 'attempts at assessment are abandoned or
- e

students' are asked to assess their own learning and behavior. Self-.
as sesSment alone is insufficient, however. We do believe that self-
assessment of one's own learning is the best and ideal kind,......i,econ-

trast with assessments externally imposed on individuals. In fact,
we have been party to an instructional program that has as a goal the
development of the ability to assess one's own learning in straight-

forward and clearly defined situations. 13 But we also know that stm-
t...

cessful self-assessment involves speciflo-skills that must be learned
over a considerable period 9f time. Very few students have opportuni-

ties to yearn these skills in schools today, so that very few are able to
assess their own learning. This is true especially fOr situations where
the learning or behavior is complex and the assessment criteria are
ill-defined. These characteristics describe, it seeps to us, many of
the important desired outcomes of energy education, and we are not ,

hopeful that self-assessment will be a highly successful assessment

procedure with respect to them.' We are nit reammending that self-
as sessment should not be used, but we do urge that it should not be

6 I

A brief discussion of the goal of student self-assessment in the
Indifidualized Science program is contained in Ch'inpagne,and Klopfer
(1974c), and specific illustrations of self-assessrnent procedures may
be found in Champagne-and Kldpfer (1975). Evidence about how well `s1/4,

students can assess their own learning is prese 'ted in the research
study hy -Walker 41975).
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relied upon its the only procedure.

1

Here, awith other issues related
to student assessment good sense guided by reliable knowledge must
prevail over expediency if an energy education program is have the

best chance for being effective.

Implementation

We havii addressed in some detail the philosophical and thebreti-

cal,issues that must be c 'bnsidered in designing an energy education pro-

gram. Th decisions that are made about these aspects of the program
and the suc ,ess with which these decisions are translated into class-

,i.room procedures and materials for the teacher and students represent
gne factor that will determine the extent to which the program is adopted'

fOr use in schools. Education is not, however, all theory and philoso-
-

phy. The adb'ption and success of a program depend also on economic

and practical congiderations. The cost and the ease of implementation

of 'a program, both at the school and claisroom levels, are factors of

major, importance to school administrators and teachers.

A program with high initial or replacement costs or a program

that makes excessive demands on school resources (classroom or

storage space, time for teacher preparation,' for example) is not likely
to be adopted by the school. Questionzfhat should be asked about both

immediate direct costs and long-term indirect costs of a program are
posed in Section B of Table A -? (Appendix A).

A program that is difficult for the teacher to implement will mo't

be used. The packaging of a program must bedesigned so that it is
.

tonvenielit for teachers and students to use. Section A of Table A-7

addresses some very pragmatic issued-that influence the ease of imple--
mentation of a progrdrn. Consideration of these issues in the process

of disguising a program can reduce the probability that the pi;.ogram

will leer have problems in adoption or implementation.

A.1
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Program Evaluation

In the preceding sections of this paper, we have {delineated a
f

large variety of considerations about energy educatiOn that influence
the effectiveness and success of an energy education program in
schools. Questions about a,program's rationale, goals, and objec-
tives, its content and instructional strategies, and its provisions for
the teacher, for student assessment, and for implementation repre-
sent considerations about the internal qualities of an existing or Pro-.

posed prograM. In this action and the next, we turn to considerations
external to ax energy education program that are pertinent to making -

decisions -about its actual or potential value.

Persons who are responsible today for making decisions about
educational programs' are fortunate. Unlike in the past when such
decisions had to be made primarily on the basis of testimonial evi,-

dence and fortititous observations, there is today an active area of
evaluation research in education, One of whose primary purposes is

,

to provide reliable information to educational decision makers about
how well educational programs "work. "14 This is not the place for
us to give a short, course on the techniques and procedures used in

program evaluation research, but we can point out that the findings
from evaluation research represent tie kinds, of evidence that can
serve as the basis for decisions about the value of a program. While

evaluationevaluation research,fipdings are not the only evidence that a
decision maker should coosidei, she or he is fortunate to have them
available.

y

Ir

114 . . '.4.,1
,...

To anyone' seeking more information in the areof evaluation
research, we heartily recommend an excellent discussion on the 'philoso-
phy and methodology)of educational evaluation in Cooley and Lohnes (1976).
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4
. Several kinds of evidence should be provided in' the fihdings from

at) evaluation of an energy education program. First of all, there should
.

be evidence about the extent to which' the program's goals are achieved

when it is used in schools. It is important that this evidence attends to

all of the program's goals, not only to those thatkconcern cognitive

learning or those that are easy to test for. Our remarks on this score

in the earlier section on student assessment pertain here also. There

also should be evidence about the appropriateness of a program for the

target population of students for whom it is intended: Similarly, there

should be evidence about the appropriateness of the program for the
target population of communities where it is intended to'be used. In

Table A-8 (Appendix A), we have listed a`numli,er of questions that

suggest the various kinds of evidence that 'educational decisiOn makers

could 'expect to Obtain from the evaluation of an energy education pro-.
gram.

Quite a number of factors affect the adequacy of the evidence
. . . ,

that is reported in program evaluation research. One important fac-
:

.tor is whether the reported ev' nce comes from a formative evalua-

tion or from a summative e aluation of the program. We have written
. -.

elsewhere (Champagne .& Klopfer, 1974b) about the stages of arid pro-

cedures for formative evalu, conducted, which are while the

instructional materials of a program are in the process of develop-

ment. Instructional mater' s generally are revised, sometimes

radically, on the basis of f ive evalualion findings, and such
. . )

revisions may be made several times before the final version of the
-.)program's materials is produced. Summativ evaluations are car-

ried out when the final version of the program as been released to
)

-
the general public. _The point to be emphasized is this: Reported

e . .

evidencebased on a formative evaluationbf a progrT cannot be ;

unequivocably accepted as evidence about the quality of .1.11e program's

final, publicly released version. Itft,reason is that the instructional
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materials in the publicly released version may be qui4 different from.
those used at the time of the formative evaluation.' Whe,n a research
report is not clear about the basis of its evidence on either a formative
or summative evaluation, the reported evidence is,inadequate. Other
factors that can contribute to thelnadequacy of reported evidence are
suggested by the questions we have listed in the second section of
Table A-8. Educational decision makers should be 4ware ollhese
factors; yet, if the caveats are heeded, evidence reported from pro-
gram evaluatioR reseatohcan play an important role in making deci-
sions about the value of an energy education program.

Although we believe that evidence from program evaluation

research Can be very' valuable in making decisions -about the.value of.
an energy education program, we'do not take the "position that research
evridence ie all that decision makers ocght to consider, especially when

4they are deciding whether or not to select a certain program for usS,in
a school. Infportant aspects .of decision milting in this situation are
to determine the extent to whiCh the prbgram's assumptions are conV.

sistent with the beliefs of the people in the community where it is to
be implemented and to consider carefully the implications of ixnple-
menting an energy education program in a commurrty where its assurnp- -4s
tions and the comrhunify's beliefs 'are incongruent. for examp),e; a
program is based on the assumption that governmental cgntrol of an

individual's energy consumption is right and proper= it can tuned
that the program will meet with some 'form of opltsition in a politically

.

conservative community. More liberal-communities might find unac-
ceptable any program that does not explicitly state the assumptions on

which it is \based or fails to give the learner the opportunity to examine

critically each of the assumptions. On the other hand, communities
dedicated to energy co rvation might not require that s progranf
adopted for their school critically evaluate'asSumptions that are.con-,
sistent with the corrimunit s belief in energy conserzystion. The

0
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possible sittvtions we have illustratO'here all attention to the f

that making decisions about selecting 'an energy educatioy program

for implementation in schools is not a straightforward matter. Where
,

decisions have to be made, values are involved., 4

De-signer and Development Team Qualifications

Our experiences and the experiences of others concerned with

the design,' development, analysi,, and plementation of educational

programs bear witness to the observati n that the qualify of any pro-

gram that is produced strongly depends on the qualifications of,the

people who produce it. This observation is significant for making
1-4.k decisions about the value of an existing energy education program or

the potential value of a proposed program. The chances of producing

a superior program aregreatly enhanced when well-,qualified,people

are involved.

In Table A-9 of Appendix A, we list some key questions concern-

ing the qualifications of the designers and development team of a pro-
.
gram in energy education. We are convinced that the requirements
for effective energy education are so diverse and complex that a multi-

talented team is needed to develop a good program, and this belief is

reflected if/our questions. We also are wary of external trappings of
respectability or slick veneers, but prefer to look for evidence of sub--
stantial accomplishments, relevant experiences, and creativity._ And,

in addition to the personal qualifications of people, the, support pro-

vided by the institution or organization which surrounds thein is an
essential component of designer qualifications.

Our consideration of designer qualifications might more appro-

priately have been placed near the beginning of this paper than at the

end, for we firmly believe that thelommitment of competent people
and capable institutions is the single most impotttant ingredient that

is likely to make a difference in whether or not there will be effective
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.
energy education in schools. It is our hope that the ideas and sugges-
tions we have given here will be'useful to e singularly important men
and women who are concerned ;with energy education and will,help you
take, appropriate next steps. 15-

I.

15We
ace grateful to Joan Donnelly and Dorothy Molter for their

contributions in conceptualizing and preparing drafts for parts of this
paper. Without their help, the paper would have been something much
less, both in *cope and detail. We also want to thank0Alexandra
AntonieiVicz, Christine Frezza, and David Squires for editorial and
clerical assistance in preparing the paper.
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APPENDIX A

Tables A;1 through A-9'

Table A-1

Rationale, Goals, and Objectives

A. Adequacy of Rationale '

1. Is there a rationale for the program, or must the rationale
be inferred from the_program's instructional materials and
procedures? t

2. Is the program's rationale conceptually sound?
3.' Are the assumptions that underlie the program's' rationale

clearly set forth in the rationale?
4. Which philosophical assumptions pnderlie the program's

rationale? For example: Do the progra 's developers be-
lieve that educators in schools have right or responsitilitij

to teach directly for changes in students' out-of-sch6olhehav-
iors? Do they believe that individuals have a right to consume

V as much energy as they please and can afford to pay-for?
5. Which psychological assumptions underlie the program's

rationale? For-example: Do_the program's developers be-
lieve that it is possible in the context of formal education to
teach children to change their out-of-school energy conserving

'behaviors?
6. Which assumptions about social policy underlie the program's

rationale? For example: What do t4e program's developers
believe about the extent to which formal education _Lhould act
as an active agent of social Change by teaching individuals ways
to adjust their lift-stylei in the face of energy shortages?
Which political assumptions underlie 'the program's rationale?
For example: What do the program's developers believe about
how much control the federal government cari exert over the
energy consumption of individuals and businesses?

-8. Which scientific assumptions uneerlie the prograrnls rationale?
For example: Do the program "s developers view the conver-
sion of solar energy as an important source of energy for
poWer gefieration? What is the developers' stance with regard
to the 'safety of nuclear energy sources?

,



STable A-1 (Continued)

9. .Which economic assumptions underlie tile program's rationale?
For example: Do the program's developers believe that the
cost of ,energy to individual consumers should be kept reason-
ably low?

10. Does the rationale-include any unwarranted assumptions or
uncritically a,iept any untested assumptions?

1L. Are the assumptions underlying the program's rationale con-
sistent with those held by individuals in the communities where
the program will be used. If they are not, what are the impli-
cations of the discontinuity.>

12. Are the assumptions underlying the program's rationale made
explicit to the learner through the prograni's instructional
materials?

Conceptualization of the Program,

1. Are there explicitly stated goals, or must the goals be in-
ferred from the program's instructional materials and pro-
cedures?

2. Are the goals of the program consistent with its rationale?

3. Are goals included which attend to the teaching of information,
thp development of problem-solving skills, and techniques of
personal values clarification, decision making, and goal set-
ting?

4. Do the goals include engendering out-of-school behavior
changes in students, or are all goals stated only in terms of
behaviors related to the formal educational setting

5. Are the goals appropriate for the target pbpulation of students
who use the program?

6. To what extent are the goals acceptable to the greater sqcietx
and to special interest. roups concerned with energy.>

7. Are the goals'stated with sufficient'specificity to test the cow-
gruence between the program's goals and the instructional,
strategies it employs 9

8. Aretthere ways for assessing how well the goals of the energy
education program have been achieved9

9. Are there explicitly stated objectives corresponding to all the
program's goals?

`10.. Are the objectives consistent with the program's rationale and
goals? .

11. Which levels of student behaviors in the affective domain, are
represented in he program's objectives?
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Table A-1 (Continued)

1

12. Which levels of student behaViors in the cognitive domain are
represented in the program's objectives?

13. Are the objectives stated in behavioral terms or ix some other
way. that makes them functional'?

.
14. ipo the objectiveg clearly communicate the developers' intent

to the teachers who will implement the program?
15. Can the objectives be used by the teacher to assess the extent

to which the progiamts intended effects have been engendered
in the students?

16. How well integrated are the instructional components of the
prog ram:3

17. Are there provisions for monitoring the progress of
tt

studen,
and assessing their attainment of objectives in the program.

18. What evidence is there that the design of the program takes
into account the findings of educational add psychological
research?

C Planning for a Proposed New Program

1. What is unique about the proposed energy education program?
2. Is there an overall plan for the design and development of he

proposed program?
3.* Is the plan for developing the proposed program feasible?
4. , Is a strategy built into the development plan for modifying it

if necessary?
5. Are the program's goal statements sufficiently specific to

vais guide the development of instructional strategies and materi-
als that match the goals?

6. Does the development plan include a mechanism for formative
evaluation?

Is the plan for the deisign of the proposed Itrogrim sufficiently.
thorough and internally consistent?

8./ Does the plan for the design of the proposed program take in-
to account the know of e students who will
use it?

9. Does the plan consciously or unconsciously violate generally
accepted tenets of developmental theory or of cognitive learn-.ing theory?

10. -What means are suggested in the planned design of the pro-
posed program.fbr evaluating student achievement and assess,
ing changes in out-of-school behaviors?

43. 43
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'Table A-1 (Continued),

11. What roles and expectations for the teacher are planned in
the design of the proposed program?

12._ Does the planned design of the program give sufficient atten-
tion to the management of the proposed program in the 'class-
roolm?

13. Are the limitations in finances, flexibility,' and adaptability
of schools recognized in the plan for the proposed program?

. .
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Table A-2

Content

2

A. Cove rage
--, , (1. From which of the academic disciplines is the

subject matter drawn'
.

2. Is any essential subject matter missing 'from the program's
content? /

3. Is more subject matter from any academic discipline included
in the program's content than is necessary to meet the pro-

.gram's goals?
4. Are the breadth and depth of subject-matter content adequate

to meet, the program's goals?
5. Is information concerning the consequences-- personal, short-

term, social, long-termof current habits of energy con-.sumption provided to the student? ,r,

6. Is information about alternatives toCurrent habits of energy
consurnptio,n provided?

7. Is Were a good balance between subject matter and process
skills content? ,- .

8. Which skills are included as a part of program's content?,
9. Is the range of skills included in the program's content suffi-

cient to meet the program's goals?
,"

10. Does the program's content include the process skills neces-
sary for making decisions and solving problems about energy
use which the student may expect to face?

- 1. -
1 Is Does the program's content include the skills the student will

need to attain the goals of clarifying one's- values, setting
personal goals, and solving problems in re&ard to one's per-.
sonal energy consumption?

12. Is the student provided with and guidance for ob-
taining the,inforrnation needed to attain his or her goals with
respect to energy consumption?

13. Does the program's content help the learner to distinguish
between emotional and ,logical arguments relative to the
energy dilemma?

,,
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Table A-i (Continued) <<

14. Does the program's content help the learner to diltinguish
,.between reliable sources of information concerning energy
and sources that, may be biased?

B. Appropriateness

1. Is the subject matter and process skills content of the pro-
gramgram ell matched to the needs and abilities of the target
learner Population

2. Is there evidence that the content of the program is appro-
priate for the range ok levels of cognitive 'development likely
to be encountered in the target learner population?

3. Are the skills presented in the program relating to-values
clarification, goal setting, and problem solving appropriate
to the range of levels of affective development likely to be
found in the target learner population?

4. Is4subject-matter_content sufficient to provide an adequate
understanding of issues relevant to the energy dilemma
which individuals in the target learner population may encoun-
ter?

5. Are the principled-of energy conservation presented in the
proprarn widely applicable to the range of energy use pat-
terns likely to be encountered the target learner popula-
tion?

.

6. Is the program's content likely to be interesting and informa-
tive for the individuals in, the target learner populationrs

7. Is there a good thatch between the program's subject matter
and the process skills it attempts to teach? That is, is the
subject matter a good)vehicle for teaching the process skills?

8. What valkes are expressed in the selection of the content of
the program?

9. Does the p'.216gram present well-established principles of
energy conservation rather than emphasizing a set of pre-
scriptive rules that may become obsolete or outmoded?

10. On what basis has the subject-matter content of the program
been selected?

11. Ozi what basis was the process-skill content of ihe program
selected?

12. Is the portion of the content relating to values clarificatiOn,
goal setting, and problem-solving ?kills given sufficient em-
phasis compared with the emphasis given to thesubject-
matter portion of the content?
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Table A-2 (Continued)

13. Which values are emphasized in the program's content?
o

14. Does the prog'ram's content overemphasize a certain view-
point or belief to the extent of virtually excluding equally
valid alternative yiewpoints or beliefs? _

15. Is the reasoning in the arguments the lifogram prevents con-
cerning the energy dilemma always logically sound?

C. Accuracy of Subject-Matter Content

1. Are the information, concepts, principles, theories, and
speculations included in the subject-matter content cobsis-
tent with accepted ideas in the relevant academfc discipline ?

2. What evidence is there that the program's subject-matter
content has been reviewed for accuracy?

3. 'Are the technical terms drawn from the academic disciplines
and included in the program's subject-matter content defined
with' sufficient care sothat their meaning is unambiguous and
clear?

44. When a concept which is included in the subject-matter content
has both a popular and a technical meaning (e.g., work); is
the necessary distinction clearly made?

-Does the prograMts content help the learner to distinguish
between broadly Applicable principlef of energy conservation
and narrow prescriptive rules?

Has the subject- matter content been presented in such a way'
'as to correctly distinguish fact from theory and/or specula-
tion?

7; Are any assumptions which are presented in, the subject-
matter content identified as assumptions?

8. Does the learner havelhe .opportunity to question-any assuinp-
tionswhich are set forth, or are they, toct;e accepted without
examination?

9. Are those well-established concepts- and principles which
are included in the subject-matter content identified as ideas
which are not likely to be changed over time aid on which the-
leaner can rtly?

4 ^4
10. Where the subject-matter content includes information that

is not yet well established, are cautions given that the infor-
mation is subject to change?

Are ideas which are-supported only by limited evidence at
the present time identified as tentatively held ideas?

11.
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Table A-2 (Con)inued)

lit
12. Does the program's content help the learner to distinguish

between tentative and well-established ideas?

I
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' Table A-3 O.

InAtructional Strategies

.

1. Are the instructional strategiens well matchedtto the leartrings?
. ar' .

7,- providrorimade for students to examine their own habits of
energy consumption?

i. . .
3. Are.opportunities provided for the student to examine hill or

her own beliefs-and values with respect to, energy consump-
tion? .

4. A e techniques-for setting personal goals with Arpect to
en rgy consumption suggested to the student?

5. Ar eans of evaluating he consequences of or her own
go,ls h respect to ehergy consumption provided to the
student?

6: Is the student pre4ded with the information needed to plan .
ways of achieving his or her own goals frith respect to energy
consumption? , ,

7.
. .

Is the stude t provided with strategies foe' selecting or plan-
ning ways of taining his or her goals?

8. Is the student provided withmeans of evaluating the 'attain-
ment df his or her goals?

.01 Which principles-of learning theory,are applied in the instruc-
tional strategies of the program?

10.. Is the process reaching desired outcomes consistent with
the instructions strategies? ,

11. Which instructional strategies are used to enable the students
.._

to acquire a'functional understanding of concepts, principles,
and theories?

12. Does the program include appropriate instructional strategies '
that enable the students to devekbp skills in,,problem solving? ...

13. s a sufficient variety of instructiona;.strategies ueedin the'
rog ram?

r 49
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Table A-4

InstrictibOal Materials
t

4. Adaptability to Learner Characteristics'
.o tl

sai

Is the contentto be learned appropriate to the ability and cog-
nitive developmental level of the target population of students?

°'2. Are the skills to be taught appropriate to abilities and cogni-,
tive developmental level of the target population-of students?

3. Do the instructional ma" terials make realistic, r-ather than
unrealistic, demAdg on the students' cognitive or manipula-
tive skills?

4. How are the students' interest and active involvikent with
the instructional materials maintained?

5. Are the instructional materials selected or designed in such
a way as to be adaptive to a variety of learner sensory modes?

Aro iIlustratibns and/or photographs appropriate for the
developmental level of the student and forthe kinds df pic-
torial information conveyed

6.

7. Are the design, format; artwork, and style of presentation .
likely to be appealing to students of the age level and environ-
ment for which the materials are intended?

B. Instr4e+ional Design Characteristics

1. What is the relationship between the stat d instructional out-
comes and the instructional materials?
Is the design of instructional strategies, c
is known about learning?

a.

I

3. What attempts are made to share the objeZtives of the prcigram
with the student via the instrUctinnal Materials?

4. Are the instructional materials adeplite to
to attain the instructional objectives?

kistent with what
4_ 7

3

Do the instructional materials rovide the stu.
tunity to practice the skills and behaviors of_the
stated outcomes? °'

6. Is provision made in the instructional materials
the student with adequata feedback on his or her

6

. 50 50

o
0

the student

op ,r1
grogram's

to 'proxid<
pertoemance?
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Table A-4 (Continue

7. Are the media of the various instructional materials appro-
priate for the kinds of infqrmation they are intended to con-
vey? For-example, is auditory information presented aurally;
have appropriate media been chosen to present various kinds
of visual information?

8. Are instructions to the student within the instructional materi.
als clear and easily understood?

C. Sequencing

1. Is the:sequencing of the instruction clar and based on some
readily definable theoretical model'?

2. Is the sequencing of instruction appropriate for the kind of
learning (e.g. ,.process, cognitive) the instructional materi-
als are designed to teach?

3. Does the introduction to instruction begin with an experience
or concept that is likely to tie a part of the student's experi-
ence?

4. Does the introduction to instruction refer 13ack to previous
instruction in the sequence')

5. . Are there adequate directions for the stdienb to follow in pro-
,

ceeding from one part of, the instructional materials to another
part?

6. What kind of pro ion is made for assessing the students'
performance durin and at the end of the instructional sequence?

7. Is there an adequate. .summary in each of the instructional ma
terials and a hint to the student of what will come next in the
instruction?

D. Consistency, Accuracy, and Values

1. Are the facts, information, and.interpretations of ideas in-
cluded in_the instructional materials correct or in accctrdanee
with the best current thinking on the topic ?r

2: Are the several components of the instructional materials free-
from inconsistencies (e.g., between directions for using manipu
latives and the manipulatives themselves; between inanip'ulatives
and printed materials)?

3. Is the "tone" of the instructional materials consistent with the
goals of the program (e.g., Are instructional,materials de-
signed to persuade the student to adopt a set of behaviors .

regarding energy use free from a tonefthat deprecates the
student)?
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Table A-4 (Continued)

4. Are the instructional materials free from obvious or subtle
sexual. 'social, or racial bias'

5. From what moraland/or 'political perspective are values
presented in the instructional materials')

6. Is information related to values presented honestly and
realistically rather than overstated in an attempt to per-
suade the student of the "correctness" of a particular posi-
tion'

7. Are the values expressed dir tly or indirectly in the instruc-,
tional materials identified as such to the learner9

8. Are materialslfee from evidence of supporting the policies
of any special interest group9

9. What affective outcomes are the instructional materials
likely to produce in the student')

E. Printed Instructional Materials

1. 'Is the print medium appropriate for the behaviors being
taught 9°

Is the reading level appropriate, for students in the target
population with respect to vocabulary, organization of ideas,

' and structure of sentences9
3. What provisions are made for students whose reading level

is below the grade level for which the materials are intended? 4.

4. ArzfitJhe illustrations, tables, and/or photographs instruc-
avLand appropriate to the text and labeled properly and
cle rly9, 'In they convey accurate information9

5: Is e layout of the printed page attdctive, easy to read,
and instructionally functional (e.g., an illustration placed
near xt that refers to it)?
Are- printed typefaces clear, easy to read, and large
enough for the, students who will use the instructional
materials/

F. Non-Print Media

1. Is the medium selected the most appropriate one for attain-
ing the expected student behaviors and for presenting the
topic being taug 9 r

2. Is the medium selected the least expensivg one thq.t can ade-
quately preent the topic or concept? * -

I.
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Table A-4 (Contfnuedf

3. Is the' audiotape or recording of sufficiently good technical,0quality?
c&

4. Is the language level of narration in the audiotape orite
recording appropriate o

t
the students in the target popula-

.. Hort? - '.. .' - ,
5. Are the voices used in the audiotape or recording generally

'0
pleasant and distinct? , , .

, , , .
6. Do the sound effects used in the audiotape ox recording sup,.

port and'enhance the narration?
7. 11 music is used in the audiotape or recording, is it properly

"mixed" with the narration?
.,,, i

8. Is the pacing.of the audiotape or recording satisfactory for
students in the target population? ,-

9. Does the audiotape or recording continue to produce sound
of good quality after extensive use,',?

-
10. Are the visuals of the film, filmstrip, filmloop, or video-

tape technically wellne?
11. Is the pacing of the film, filmstrip, filmloop, or videotape

appropriate for students in the target population?
12. Do the visuals used in the film, filmstrip, filmloop, or video-

tape relate well to the accompanying audio portion?
13. Do the visuals in the film, filmstrip, filmloop-, or videotape

communicate the concept they art depicting (e.g., art de-
picting speed should convey the.notion of motion)?

G. Manipuiatives
""

1. Can most students in thestarget population (successfully) use
'the manipulative til carry out the. prograrn's specified opera-
tions with it?

2. Hive the manipulative materials been selected and/or de-
signed in accordance with what research has 'shown to be
appropriate for the manipulative abilities of the target popu-
latien?

3. Does the design -of the manipulative enhance the possibility
(.of its proper use?

4. Is the manipulative °Apparatus designed so, that it is
.Instructional?

5. Are the,sensitivity and accuracy of the apparatus adequate
for the uses to7.7hich it will be put?
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Table A-4 (Continued)

6. Does the manipulative have potential, for general use in the
class room ?

r t

7. What is the life exPectancy-of the manipulative or. apparatus
in normal use?

8. Aie manipulatives sufficiently stiQy, fip 4.e'sist damage when
dropped?

9. Are manipulatives made from non-toxic, flame-resistant
mate rials ? ,

10.,. Are manipulatives free,from potentially dangerous...sharp
and pointed edges?

Is the manipulative Or apparatus thiNleast expensive one
available that will functiOn adequately?

12. If the manipulative is 'designed especially foN the program,
Di, there an essentially equivalent one commercially availa-

..' ble that will function adequately?
It

Ln
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Table A-5

The -Teacher

A. The Teacher and Energy Education
/".

1. How familiar is the teacher with the subject matter content?
2. Bow well can the teacher apply her or his knowledge of the

particular concepts, principles, and theories included in the
program to new or Unfamiliar situations in everyday life?

. What is-the teacher's attitude toward energy education?
4. What does the teacher believe about the value of energy

education in contemporary culture?
5 Does the. teacher enjoy learning about energy education and

keeping abreast of current developments in it9
6. Is the teacher capable of providing the instruction necessary

to teach the 'complex skills that are defined as outcomes fR,r
the program

, .
7. Does the teaChervossess the necessary manual skills to

assemble and use the equipment and apparatus of t e pro-
gram and to perform the included laboratory procad res9

8. Is the teacher able to conceptualize, arrange, and sy cess-
fully, carry but the'investigations and laboratory experimen-
tal exercises included in the program?,

9. How good ie'tbe match between the teacher's personal philoso-
phy of education and the philosophy-, goals, and specifications
for the classrbom environment?

10. Is the teacherreasonably well convinced that her or his stu-
dents can perform well in the program and that that' will
like it?

11. Is there any part or component of the program with'which
the teacher disagrees or feels she or he does not understand
well,enough?

12. Does the teac r feel confident that she or he can organize,
arrange, and adapt the furnishings, equipment, a other
physicarfeatures of her or his classroom into a viable learn-
ing environment for the program?

13. Are there adequate directions to the-teacher for assembling,
preparing, -settIng up, and using the inanipulative*thaterials
and eqtiipment?
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Table A-5 (Continued)

*14. Is the teacher secure about her or his school's administrative sup-
port for her or his use of the program?

o

15. Does the teacher perceive that the teacher preparation program
has been adequate for her or his needs in using the energy educa-
tion program?

16. Does the teacher think that the program's teacher instructional
materials givel'her or him a sufficient orientation to operate the
program in the classroom?

17. Does the teacher think that the program stifles her or his own initia-
tive and creativity to an intolerable degree?

.(411-b

B. Teacher Preparation for the Energy Education Program'

1. Are the'rationale and organization of the teaciter preparation pro-
gram consistent with the goals of the'energy educat' n program?

2. Are the teacher instructional materials and other instructiona4
means and tech ques secrin the teacher preparation program .
appropriate e r attainin the objectives of the teacher preparation
program?I

3. Is sufficient instruction prOvided in the teache.preparation pro-
.gram for,the teachers to acquire confidence in performing the
management and procedural tasks required by the energy educa-
tion program? - ^

Has the essential bacitgrountl knowledie that teachers need to
operate successfully with the program been identified and made
known to the teachers 9 -

5. Are there adequate means and mechanisms included in the teacher
preparatiOn program for remediating any deficiencies between the
teachers'-assessed oofnpetencies and.the essential information
needed to operate successfully with the program?

6. is the atmckspla. prevailing in the teacher preparation program
congruent with the atmosphere of the classroom learning environ-
ment espoused by the energy education program?

7. Does the teacher preparation program offer the teachers sufficient
opportunities to work with all the various student materials of-the
energy education program?

8. How wellodoes the teacher preparation_programprovide for the
evaluation 'of' the teachirs' learning about the energy education pro-
gram during the course of the preparation program? .

*

9: Is the teacher preparation program successful in conveying to the
teachers the "spirit" of the energy education program?
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Table A-5 (Continued)

10. Do the teachers demonstrate a favorable attitude toward. the
,

energy education program before and after the teacher prepa-
ration program?

C. Materials for- Teachers

1. Do the contents of the teacher materials give a fair and con-
sistent representation of the program's philosophy, goals,
organization, and content?

2. Are the media (print, non - print, manipulatives) of the teacher
materials appropriate for the objectives they are intended to
achieve')

3. Is the "tone" oibtliet-scher materials consistent with the
philosophy and goals of the program?

4. Is there a clear and rational organization in the teacher
-materials 9

5. Are there adequate directions for how to proceed from one
part of-the teacher materials to the next part')

6. Do the teacher materials include sufficient provisions for
sharing the objectives of the ihstruction with the teacher
using the materials 9 s

* ° 7. Are the provisions made in the teacher materials to give
feedback to the teacher using them on her or his pr.ogress
in attaining the objectives of the irfstruction9

8. What provisions are made for maintaining the teacher's
utilization of the teacher materials')

$ 0--
9. Is the information contained in the teacher materials correct'?

10. Are the illustrations, tables, and diagrams instructive and
correctly matched to the telct in printed teacher materials?

U. Are the art work, hotographs, and page designs of printed
teacher materials ttractive and appropriate')

7

41.
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Table A-6

Student Assessment

A. AdequacyAdequacy of Provisions for Assessing' Desired Outcomes
.\ . ,
1. Has a comprehensive list of desired student learning and behav-

ioral outcomes-been prepared9
Z. What provisions have been made for assessing students' out-of-

school behaviors as well as their in-school learnings 9

Ls there good correspondence between the program's specified out-
,

comes and its student assessment procedures?
4. Is a reasonable proportion of all the desired learning and behav-

ioral outcomes sampled by the assessment instruments and pro-
.,cedures used in the program9

. .
5. Are the most valued learning-and behavioral outcomes adequately '

assessed9
-6. Do the assessment procedures make provision for testing relevant

behaviors in all three domains (cognitive, affective, and psycho.-
motor)9

7; Is there an overemphasis on the assessment of lower level behav-
iors in'the cognitive domain?

8. Is there an overemphasis on the assessment of expressed attitudes?
9. Are students assessed on their ability to clarify their values and

set goals with respect to energy consumption? ,

10. Arse students assessed on their ability to apply their'in-school
learning about energy to out-of-schoql actions that decrease
energy consumption,?

B. Characteristics Of the Assessment Procedures-
,

'Ye

J. Is the balance betw ssessment of students and Self- assessment
by the students a easohable ones ==

Z. What is the evidence that the-program's developers are familiar
with standaid procedures and cUrrert practices in the area of edu-
cational measured lent and'evaltiation?

Is excessive use made of traditional procedures for student assess-
, mend

.

4. Are traditional assessment piocedures applied interagently.?
'5. Which innovative student assessment procedures are used?
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Table 4.-6 (Continued)

6. Are the innovativ.e assessment procedures used intelligently?..,

7. Do the student assessment procedures directly n'leasure behaviors
described by the objectives or are indire4t measures used?

8. Where indirect measures are used to assess certain behaviors,
are the'rneasures valid? -

9 Is the reliability of instruments used for student assessment satis-'
factory?

1G. Have the items includ.0 in assessment instruments bien carefully
and correctly constructed?

11, Are the items included in assessment instruments free of racial,
cultural, and sex-role biases?
Hoy" is the teacher involved intbe student assessment procedures
beyond the usual dministration and scoring of paper and pencil
tests?

13. 1-loiv is information gained from student assessment procedures fed
back into the instructional systerry?

i2

.14. Is a sufficient variety of procedures used to assess studeqs?
.. . 1.

C. the Student and Assessment .

1. Do the assessment procedures serve as a-positive learning experi-
encefor the student?

2. Will the student find that engaging in the asses'sm b prbcedures is
interesting)challenging-, and satisfying--

3. Is the amount of student timi devoted to assessn4nt procedures
ex,etssive?

4. I, sufficient time allotted in the assessment procedures to make an
adequate assessment of tife.student?

5./ Do. the students have the opportunity to learn to engage in and prac-
..

ejtice self -as ses sment ?

9

111
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:Table A-7

Implementation

1,

A. Packaging and Convenience (Implementation at the Classroom Level)

1. I§ the packaging of the program's instructional materials adequate
for efficient classroom use 9

2. Is the labeling of packages of materials and the various components
of the program clear and unambiguous 9,

er

3. Are provisions made to facilitate returning itemsthat have strayed
to their proper places?

4. Are the program's instructional materials packaged and designed
,adequately for Students to work with them on their own9

5. Are sufficient quanti.ties of all items needetto operate the program
supplied 9

L,,/^ 6. Is it easy to obtain those items needed to operate the program that
are not,supplied

7. Can the program's instructional materials be readily and efficiently
stored? ,

8. 16 it easy to organize the program's instructional materials so that
they will be accessible to the Students and teacher when needed?

9. Is the teacher easily able to do the choies necessary to put the pro-
gram into operation and to maintain it?

,
10. Can the materials of the program be easily handled and moved from

place to place?

,11.* Are the manipulatives free of manufacturing defects*that can cause
difficulties' in their use?

12. Is it a relatively simple' procedure to obtain replacements of materi-*
als and expendable supplies?

B. Cost Considerations (Implementation at the School Level)

1. What is the purchase priceof all the components of the program
that a/re needed toin§tall it initially?

2. What amounts of consumable supplips and printed Materials arei
necessary for the progr'am's operation? ,..

What is the purchase price of all program components needed to
maintain the program from year to year after it has been installed?

GO
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Table A,-7 (Continued)

k

?---oet. now does tiievannual per pupil-4'6st for this program compare with
the annual per Appil cosefor others that are available?

5. To minimize the expense of duplication, call the program materials
be readily transported for, sharing between.tlassrooms?

. ,6. Will installation of the program require the construction of new. facilities or modification of existing facilities
7. What, are the personnel costs for wojkshops and other sessions that

are necessary to prepare teachersyto use the program')
8. be necessary to employ additional teachers tor other person-

nel to put the program into operation?
9.' Does the teacher prepara4n program for the program require

unusual facilities or equipment'

61
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Table A-8

Program Evaluation

A.% Evidence of Achievement of Program Goals

1. Does the student learn by engaging in the activities of the program?

2. How well does the student gear what the program;develOpers intended
him or her to learn'

3. How tan the program be improved so that tke student will learn better?

4. Does the student learn thingd from the program other than or more
than what the developers intended he or she would learn'
Upon completion of his or her interaction with the program, does

:the student demonstrate new behaviors?

6. Upon, ompletion of his or her interaction with the program' , does
the student demonstrate the behaviors that the materials purport
to teach?

7: Does the student interact in the program in a way that is congruent
with behaviors described by the program?

8.° For any hrtructional unit, do students.demonstrate mastery on
paper and pencil tests after having studied the unit?

9. Do students reach the level of competency in out-of-school energy -
related behaviors that are aimed for in the program? '

IP. To what extent do students attain the knowledge of facts, concepts,
princilles and theories specified by the program?

11. To what extent do students comprehend the program's subject matter?

12. How well can students apply their knowledge df concepts, principles,
and theories taught in the program to nevi or unfamiliar situations
related to the energy dilemma? 4

sa-

l3f; Now well can student§ apply their knowledge of concepts, principles,
and theories taught in the program to situationlin their daily lives?

14. How well do students integrate or synthesize specific content taught
in the program with other knowledge they already possess?

15. Do students generate new ideas, of their own based on their knowledge
of particular concepts, principles, or theories taught,,in the program?

16. Do students, apply rational'denision-making procedures to energy-
related proiblems? -- .

17. How frequently do the students voluntarily participate in activities
related to the energy dilemma?
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Table Az-8 (Continued)

.18. Do.the students develop the necessary manual skills to use the
equipment specified by the program?

a:

t.B. Elndence of Appropriateness of the Program
for the Target Population

.1. For any instructional unit, do pretest data show that most students
in the target population are not already:in possession of behaviors
the unit hill teach?

.,

2. For any instructional Unit, are the exActed student behaviors gen-
erally too simple or too difficult for the students in the target popu-
lation? .

,---

3. ,Does the student enjoy his or her interactions with the instructional
7--materials? .--

. ,4. Does the student dislike studying any of the instructional materials?
-7

54. Do students show preferences for any particular type of learning
procedure or instructional ine8ium?

6. Does the student feel that what she or he is learning is worthwhile
and/or relevant?

e

7. Does the student feel that what ispresented is incongruent with his
or her beliefs or 'values in any way? ..

,,,
8.. Is there any lesson, activity, or procedure in the program that

causes the student to act in a manner that can be interpreted as an
indication that he or she is confused, anxious, troubled, or upset?

9. Does the student perceive that he or shejs and/or can be successful
within the context of the program?

10. Does'the student feel that (slhe has the necessary capabilitieg to
carry out the learning tasks (s)he is being asked to do?

11. Now does the studentreact to unpredictable situations that may arise
in the classroom?

12. Does the student welcome and/or look forWard with pleasure to the
time when (s)he has the program?

13. Does the student act in a manner that can .be interpreted as indicat-
, ing that (s)he is comfortable in the program? Now frequently does

he or she smile; 7-low frequently does (s)he excitedly share new
discoveries and ideas!, with others?

C. Adequacy of Program Evaluation Evidence
,.,

1. To what extent does the program evaluationprovisle evidence regarcV
ing the considerations delineated in sections A and B of this table?

: .
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Table. A-8 (Continued')

2. To what ex nt does the program evaluation provide evidence re-
garding con iderations about the program's content (see questions
in Table A ), instructional strategies (Tables A-3 and A-4), pro-
visions fo the teacher (Table A-5), provisions for student assess-
ment (Ta le A-6). and implementation (Table A-749

CO.

3. Does the program evaluation consider how well the,aissumptioRs
of the program match the beliefs of various types of communities'

4. Does the cfrogiOrn evaluation jonsider.whiqh of thC!program's goals,
...

if any. hre inFong ruenrwith the social,' eclnomic, or political view's
of significant groups of people' ;.

5. How much and what kind's of ev)deAce does the program evaluations
provide about the Achievement of each of the.proiram's goals',

6. Is the evidence presented in the evaluation report based on
tive or a summative evaluation of theprogram9

7. Is the design of the evaluation study-desciibed completely?

8. What are'the strengths and v>eaknesses of Ale sampling procedures?

9. How'generalizahle are the findings of the evaluation9
1

,10. Were the statistical analysis procedures carefully and correctly.carried out'
11. Are data reported as

``sizes
or proportions to mask the fact

that actual numerical sizes of samples were quite small'
12. Are elaborate graphs or extensive tables of data used tQ display

trivial or not highly pertinent informatibn9
13. xf a revised version of the program exists, weas the data p-resente\k__,

in the evaluation report collected on a previous or the revised ver-
sion of the program'

a forma-

k
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Table IA-9

Developers' Qualifications

Characteristics of the Major Developers

I. Is there evidence that the major deelopers.ha e sufficient kndwl-
edge of the academiidisciplities relevant to the program's content,
instActional methodologies, and characteristics of the learner
population to develop a program of quality?

Do the major developers have a broad range of knowledge and experi
ence to bring to le development effort?

3. What are the previous experiences of the major developers that pro-
vide a basis for their success in an- energy education program de=
velopment effort?

4. Is there evidence that the major-developers are highly regarded by
their peers?
Are major developers committed to a ertain philosophy of education?
A certaip-psychological theory*? If so, which one?

6. Is there evidence'(e.g. previous writings in the field, educational
background)'that the major developers have had'a long-term coromit-
mwt to energy education?

Characteristics of the Development Team

1. Does the deve lopment team include .persons with adequate knoirledge
of the content' from all the retevant a.cademicdisciplines2

2. Does the development team include
with goal-setting strategies and va

3. Does the development team iAclude
tional slesign?

persons who are well acquainted 4
Rtes clarification techniques?

persons with expertise in instruc- I

4. Does the development team include Peisons
ences in the ,schools ?

Oth extensive experi:

5. Does- evelopment team include persons who are well.acquainted
with the complexities of implementing a new educational program?

6. Does the, development team include persons with extensive experi-
ence in designing student aisessment.procedureS?

7. Does the developrrient team include persons with expertise in the
design of instructional.rnldia and materials? '

./
2.13,... Does' the development tear include persons with knowledge of pro-

cedures in puhlishinga

6'5'
sq ..ei .
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Table A--9 (Continued)

9. Does the development team include persons with experience in the
formative evaluation of a program under development?

10'. Does the development team include persons who are knowledgeable
about the techniques and proced res of progrpn evaluation research?

C. Resources Available to the Developejs

1. Is the development team associated with an established academic
or research institution?

2. Is the development team associated with an organization having acie-
quateprior experience in educational program development?

Are consulstants representing a variety of academic and-professional
fields available to the developers?

***4: Do the developers have easy access)to children 6f the same age and
learner characteristics as the program's target population?

5. Do the developers have easy access to schools representative of
those for which the program is designed 9

6. What libr4ry facilities are available to the developers?
7. What production facilities (art, photography, printing, woodworking)

Are available to the developers?
8. Are there sufficient financial re,sources available to the team to com-

plete the development of the proposed program?
9. Will program development be a full-time activity for the developers'

10. Have the developersosufficient time to complete the program as it is
specified?

66
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APPENDIX B

Figures-B-1 through B-5
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Level E Joule Lesson 5

Energy-Converting Systems

You will need a kit, an answer: sheet, and a pencil.
From Central Supply, you will also need two batter-
ies, two rubberband battery holders, and four wires
with alligator clips.

There are many different forms of 'energy. You

'have- learned about heal energy, light energy, kinetic
. energy, sound energy, electrical energy, and chemical

energy. Energy can be el ged rcfm one of these
forms to another.''

*
Chemical energy can be changed, into other forms
of energy: Chemical energy can be changed into
kinetic efieror, ,sound energy, light energy, heat
energy, or electrical energy.

-Figure B-2
-

A bdy is a system that changes or converts chemictaThlefai
energy from the ,food he eats and the oxygen
breathes into heat energy, sound energy, and kinetic
energy. '
Illustration of a didactic ihstructional strategy "Joule Lesson 5, Energy Converting Systems."
pp. 1-6 (from Champagne & Klocrfer. 1974a).

7270
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A horse is a system- that converts clieniical energy
froth the hay it eats and the oxygen it breathes into
heat, sound, and kinetic energy.

A car is a system that converts -chemical energy
from the -g-asOlihe and the oxygen it uses, into heat,

tsound, and kinetic energy.

There are miy different kirfds of systems. which
convert one foirri Of .energy into another. Any form
of energy can be changed into any other, form of
energy with the, right energy-converting system.

Figtve B2 (Continued) A



Batteries, buzzers, and light bulbs are energy-
converting systems.

Take the materials out of the kit.

Now look at the picture at the right.

thie the wires'to connect the batter-
ies to the light bulb and to the buzzer.
When, all of the connections are
made correctly, the light bulb will
go on and the buzzer will buzz.

1

A battery is- an energy-converting Syitem that
changes chemical., energy into electrical energy.

, .
Alight bulb Conwo rts electrical erierginto two other
forms of energy. These forms of energy are light
and heat energy.

- A buzzer converts electrical energy,into sound energy
and a little heat energy. ,

4

*

Figure B-2 (Continued) .-
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-,- Plants are important energy-,converting systems,
. Plants use light energy from the sun to convert car-

'bon dioxide from the air and Water from, the ground
into 'oxygen and food (apples, corn, and' grass, for

fexample): The oxygen and food, kroduced by plants
are a system that has chemical energy stored in it. ,

.

Figure B2 (Continued)
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Animals are energy-converting systems too. Ani- - ..
-mats convert chemical energy from the food they ..

- heat and the o ygen *key breathe into heat energy
. that keeps th r bodies warm and into kinetic energy

for moving a ut and doing things. They:also.
, convert chemical ene,r1; into sound energy _when

. -

.
they make noises, .

. .,

. Figure 132 (Continded)
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1. When logs burn in ailreplace, what two chemical
substances interact to release-energy?

2. What form of energy is stored in a wood-oxygen
system?

3. When the chemical substances in a wood-oxygen
system interact, chemical energy is converted
into other forms.of energy. ,What are they?

Write your. answers to all the numberediquestions on
your answer sheet. ;

Figure B-2 (Cpritinued)
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Level E

Joule MinEx 3

HOW Can You Rake a System
To Convert

Heat Energy into o-Kinetic Energy?

'things you will need
for this MinEx:

kit .
science notebook

pencil

ti

frOrn Central Supply:
scissors 50 ml plastic beaker
small piepan paper towel

from Teacher's Supply:
hotplate

NOTE: ff you have a different plan for answering the ques-
tion, talk about your plan with yousteachex. ,

-. Figure B-3 Illustration of a- type. of problem- solving strategy "Joule Max 3, How Can You Make a
System to convert Heat Energy Into-Kinetic Energy?", pp 1-4 (frbnf Champagne & Klopfe
1974a).
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This is what Amy did.

First Amy got a small piepan. She cut
around the bottom of the pan with a pair
of scissors. In this way she cut out a
circle of aluminum.

*Pk .it

NJsot

Zia .

'\,)
s...

Amy made 16 equally spaced c tsin the'
aluminum circle. She was careful riot to
cut all the way to-the middle.

4
Almy twisted each of the 1)blades a half t
turn in the same direction.

t. Then Amy pushed a map pin through
the center of the aluminum wheel. She
then pushed' the pm into a long stick.. , so the blades of the wheel pointed out.

V,.

..11111.

. Then she set the tick and aluminum
circle aside wh le she prepared the rest of
her system

. 4
I( otIimicd)
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Amy got a can with an opening in the
top and ,a all hole in its side. She

poured abQfit 50 ml of water into the can.

Then sh'e put a stopper in the top of the
can to seal it.

.

,
Amy set the can on the .hotplate and
turned on the hotplate. She set the hot-
plate dial at 4. When she heard the

4 Ipbbling of the water, Amy was very
careful to her hands and body away
from boti holes in the can because she
knew that steam is very; very hot. Amy
Picked up-her stick. She held the stick
so that the aluminum wheel was in front
of the small hole in the can and a-little
aboVe it. When she had done all this, she
knew her system was converting heat .

energy into kinetic energy.

!

11t
1;101114.

4

2

When she had finished, she turned o
aw-.I, unplugged the hotplate, and the)
asked her teaaier to empty the can (
hot water. t

Figure B if ( mtinued)
9
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Can you think of another system to convert heat energy
into kinetic energy?

If you try Amy's system, make sure that
you are as careful as Amy was when
working with steam. Remember to ask
your teacher to empty the can of hot
water when you are ready to clken up.
You can keep your aluminum,wheel.

What kind of energy conversion takes
place in the can - and -wheel system?

Some Things To Write About Some Things To Think About

1. What form of energy does the alum- 1., Does the steamscoming out of the hole
num wheel have when it is turning? in the:can have energy? How do you
How do you know? know? .

2. What form of energy is added to tile . 2. Why are there two holes in the can?
ch-;

i. water in the can-and-wheel system?. Why do you put a stopper, n the large
Where does this energy come from? hole?

r , ....

3. What kind of energy conversion takes
place in the hotplate? .,

1.*

)Suggestions for Other Investigations .

1. Set up your system again. Hold the-
aluminum wheel so that the. steam
hits the wheel in different ways. How
should you hcid the wheel so that it
turns the fastest? When dogs it have
the most kinetic energy?

-
2. Aake wheels with blades that have

- different)shapes and test them- with
your system. With what shape of blade
does..the wheel turn fastest?

at:
iFigure B.3 (ConttnuM)
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Level E Joule Lesson 12

A Seminar on Energy

You will need your science notebook and a pencil.

What is a seminal? What happens at a seminar?
This lesson will help' you Understand what
seminar is.

A seminar is a meeting of a group of people to
report, to discuss, and to exchange ideas on a
central topic. In a science seminar, scientists meet
to talk about a scientific idea or question_ that
interests all of them. Each scientist brings informs,
tion tothe seminar to share with the other scientists.
Each scientist hopes to learn about some new ideas
by taking part in the seminar. By 'sharing the infor- .

mation each scientist has found through his or her
work, they hope, to gain a better understanding of
the question.

I

You could coinpail the ;way scientists work to-
,

gefhp. in a seminar to a group' of people_ planning
a party. The party pianners are interested in this
question: What can de do so our friends will enjoy
themselves at our party? The planners meet and
combine their talents to work out an answer to
the question. One person makes cupcakes and
another makes 'punch. A thirojApperson decorates
the party room and a fourth brings a record
collection. WI working es a greiup, the ,planners
Wye tFi problem of :throwing a good arty more
easily than if one 'person planned the party alqAel

<7 4 .
Figure 11-4 Illustration of a type of simulation instructional strategy "Joule Lesson 12, A Seminar on ,

knergy," pp. 1. 6, 8, 94 (,(from Champagne & Klopfer, 1974a). - ,-' '4 '''
/
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Introductiori to the Seminar

['The. Lever E seminar is a lot like an actual seminar
scientist§ hold. Joule, Beaumont, and Voit are
meetineto talk about this ccpestion: How is the
food an animal eats relate to the 'quantity of
energy the animal uses?

- , Each man has done different work that is related
to-the seminar question. Joule studied energy. He
found that energy is not lost or gained when it is
converted from one form to another. Volt studied'

.
one ictiar energy- converting system, . the

I' human dy. He tried to find a relationship be-
tween the chemical energy stored in the food an

.animal eats and in' the reathes and
the amount of heat energy an animal's body
releases BeaumOnt loolinside a human being's .4IP 1

; stomach id obkerved the -way food is digested.

While tile three scientists- in-the Level E seminar
share what they ow about the seminar ques-
tion,tion, they gradual y 'learn more about the . mkt-

,.r tiloship betyer e foo an anima ats and the
ene-igy it uses. Joule's rk corer the con-

, servation of energy is helpful to Since
Joule -showed that energy is neither lost nor

ri4mgained as it is conlerteci from one to another,
Volt can say that the amount 6 chemical energy
stored in the food an animal eats and in the
oxygen it bre3thes is the same as the amount
of heat .e4gy its body ia off.e'Sorne chemical
eneigy is .converted into iiietic energy i\, the
animal's_body. This kinetic energy is latertOnverted
td heat energy. Even though the chemical energy

.
n. the food and oxygen is conve in the animal's

dY, into ,other forms nergy (heat and' kinetic),
the amount of energy remains the same.

,,,...

Figure B4 (Continued)
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I
t This sit mini:r will be

meeting to",dis-cuss a

will bey no discussion
from the scientists.

.0

The Seminar'
3 p

an informal gathering of three scientists
specific topic. Mince it is Inf6rmal, there
leader to direct the ordei of -Comments

.
Ploce., St. Louis,,' Missouri

Setting: Parlor in the home of the
Beaumont

Time: 1850 .

wealthy Doctor William

Willickm Beaumont would hove befn a deaf old ;non of 65
years when Jokes Joylp was 32 years old and tiod published
papers on the co nervation aof energy, and when Carl Volt
was only 19 years old ;and- had yet to do :his. studies of""
nutrition. But, It's imagine that all three scientists ore of
similar ages and have achieved. success in ?their fields ci(

study..

a

1 ..
The seminar begins with the scientlifi'litting comfortably ar'id .

t
------ -.....,_,_

-talking earnestly. , . --, ,.._. _
k
._ ----....

^ -
.

._4_,.-"I; ...e. V ... - 77.

VOit (V): The topic for our seminar today _is the :relationship between;
. ,}- the food an animal eats and the a ni mari need', for energy.' -_---__.

Joule (.I): The. work Ydf many scientists has' contributed to Our under-=
standing of hovg chemical enel:gy stored. in food and oxyge9

is converted by the body into'heat-energy -and kinetic ene y. a

/ -

;7gi)e iContinued)
n: .0
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Beaumont (B): But my work on digestion wos most importori. showed how
the body digests the food.

(Jou'e says with respect.) 'Yes, D. Beoumont, but surely yoU
must ogree thot Dr. Voit's studies with the humon colorimeter

. .ore importont, too..

V: And your idea of energy conservotion, .Mr. Joulel Without
thot, the colorimeter studies ore meoningless/

13: Colorimeter? I .om foniilior with Lovoisier's studies using o
colorimeterbut I know nothing of yours.

,

V: May I de?cribe o humon colorimeter to you?

. B: Yes, pleose dcf.

s

V: !'his colorimeter is much like -Lovoisier.'s. But with it we ore
Oble to moke much more exoct meosurements thon Lovoisier.

. .. . .. ,'''"1 .1: Ah yeg, occurote meosurements. Accurdcy, thot's the secret.

c. ,.. 19V: Here, gentlemen, is o picture of o hurnon colorimeter.

:

0
water
comes

=

*.,

observation .,1

window
meter

Figure B-4 (Continued)
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do.

Asyoy can see) it is large enough for a perso to sit in. (Voit...
'points to the peg on in the picture.') The person gives off'heot.

points to orr4ws'onct the worde"heot.")

There ore two thermometers in the colorimeter. Orie is--on the
right. (he points) and one is op tie left .(he points): The
thermometer on the right meosures the temperature of the
woter gaiong into the colonmeteri..The thermometer on the left
meosures the woter's tempepture.os the water leaves.

B. And the temperoture of the woter thot leoves is higher thon the
temperoture of the woter thot entersMbe heot from the person
roises the temperoture of water os it posses through the room?

.

V: Yes The colorimeter is mode so thot riane of .the heatqcopes
through the wolls. So, you see, my colorimeter is tin erlerp-

' -tight system 7

,B: What is §o stortling obouroll this? Everyone knows o person
gives off heot,

;V: With this colorimeter, Dr. Beaumont, we _con measure how
much heatlinergy is given off when the person .eots different,...
foods. .

S: NOw, thot interests me. After .4111, I om the expert on .how .

food is digested in the stomoch Sp.`you are Saying thot os
food is digested, heat energy is Mode by the body.

. _
4

I don't think Dr. Voit, means thot of all, Dr. Beaumont." Heat
energy:it not mode by the,body. The human body converts
Chemical energy stored in food and oxygen into heat energy.
Energy is conserved; it can't be mode of destroyed. Energy
con ontybe converted from one form to another.'

/
,

6: ' .teofe explom what you mean, Mr. Joule. I really don't see
this .talk about energy fits in with'`my brilliant studies,

of digestiOn.

`J: Yoti.moi think of tfie'human body as an energy-canverting
sysienv The food we eat is changed by the body.

-*Figure B4 (continued)
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That, Mr. Jou alone, hove observed with my Ow?, eyes.

V: yes, bui,cis I hove emcinstroted, when the body chonges
the foodwe eot, Er6OT:gy is releosed.

J: You see, fopils, ore glade up of dif.ferekkin.ds of chenSical
sub9onces. Chemicol systems hove stored energy. ,This, simply
means thot whe

qz),

n chemical substonces interott, the energy
stored in them will be releosed.

B,Whot ore these clical interoctiocis you.speok of?

J: The chemical substonCes in foods interact with he oxygen o'
person brepthes in. Oxygen is a chemicol substance too, of

S

V:

o xygen system- (he points to the large circle). In the,
.dy., the food-oxygen' system releases its stored energy. Heot

energy is given off (he points to Heat Energy).

cOurge.

I
44,Here is o diagram to shove what happens, Dr. Beaumbnt.

Foqd-Oxygen
°System

Imagine the person_Cin the' colorimeter has oaten some f d. ,

The chemical substonces from this food (Voit points, to fo d)
Interckt with the pxygen (Volt points -to -orly(n"). This is the

"cJ: The Main point is this, Dr. Beau ant. The amount- of energy If .
e

, stored in :tho food-oxygen syste i is the some os,the;omount
of heotfnergy releosed. The body,conhot moke energy. The, body chonges chemical energy into heot ene.rgy.:..

\ , .
alef

8: (fleciumont says to Vail.) Then the'only energy thot g'ets into'
the colthimeter is stored in Ale food-oxygen system. The only

-,-4-4),, ertergy that comes out is hoot. energy. You meosure the hot
.i energy,,thot conies out. .. t I* 1 ',, 4.' ION '' '

*a

: Yes. Mr. Joule hos explained that the energy going,-into
system equals the energy coming out from the system.

Figure B4 (Cont#81j
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, .- Joule Unit Science Content Ookerview rovit2tional energy is stored in object when the

. . , obiect js lifted upword .To move the object,a force
In seeking ;to describe the _noture of the urpverser,..must be exerted through a distance. Work'is done
scientists he found it useful to conceive 'of two on tKe object to "store gravitational energy in the

' basic component's, matter and energy Thot much Is object- ) ''' .
easy enough,to soy, but to fully and precisely define Elostic energy is stored in an object when that objet
-matter- ibr lenefgy" turns our to ti-,e for ("fern easy is stretched_ or compressed To stretch or compres

.Both of these contepits ore tie and elUsitre In this the object o force must be exerted through a dis
discussion the focus is on tVAncebt, pf ,enegyr the

. 'once Work is done on the object ond'elas'tic energyisubject matter of the Joule un As yod will see near is stored in the object .the end, however, o full discussion of5nergy cannot
s-
il herncol energy is the energy stored in two chemi

ovoid th; conoeptiof matter, s(nce'there ,s on exact, cal substonCes An .example'of 'two chemical sub
. :qtantitatve relationship between- energy ona mass,' stances with -chernicol % energy ic b4c1rOgen and

expressed in bn' equation thot relates one two oosic
,ioxygen 'When electrical energy is passed through

components of the Universe
oxygenliquid water() hyaroge'n gas and oxygen gas are

/ )1 * for*Ted,F,ner wy,is stored in the two gases as they
. i eriergy ° ore formed, later, they can interact ihydrogen will

bum as 0 fuel wth oxygen, to release heat ight,Ain th iopI4 your students are traduced to the rn

ond sauna energy A single substance does notcbn<ept 'energy by noting the c-onges thot occur
r1 contain rhemicol energy. Hydrogen brnitself rdoes0, system when energy ct,..obae .o me systc*m or

not 'Icrve tnernical energy, it does not interact withwhen a system convects one darn* etregy an
other form of e'r"lergy * itself to release.energy When two chemical sub-

stance nteroct, their stored chernitol energy isCertoin farms of energy con ,oe 'obiser,,ectin a
system. when the energy is ica-sierred from one

re* _
: 2 0.rele t

oolect to onother A ropidly moving nommer trons
' Energx and Work .fern its.,enely of motion k net c 'erergyi*fothe nail

.
it strikes The hammer stopsy moving wnen it hits To store energy in any object orsyster4, energy mustthe noil, ond the nail /saves .nto the wnoodt clynt, be odded to the system To ac energy to q system,
energy striking a gloss of iced lernonode is converted work must ,tie done on the system ,

f the-leman-o

yi :nor chonged to heot energy The ice in eleonade In t1;e Joule unit, the oncept of work its taught
melts ond, evenfuollyithe terriperatur

c4nly' in the context of grortational energy ohd
ode increases Kinetic "sound electrical heat aod

eii'astic energy in this context, lvork is don'e ;hen
....."'ilht er>rgy 'cars all be observed, to efftc,t chonges. ca force ii exerted on an object, and the object -moves

0;'''itrey are transferred from one physical object
to anothec

in the tke force ..
Other 4physligsrstems hove stored energy by virtue ner'cgy is odded to a system, -Work is done on the

Hawey,,er, ou should, be aware that, whenever

of their p4ti n state of stress,rar chemical cOmpo.- system For' example, in the otdition of eleitrital
orlon The fact thot energy is stored. in these energy' to welter to form hydrogen gas nd oxygen
systeml becomes obvicits when energy is converted' gas, work 's done Whenever energy is tonsferred
to another, form and is transferred to onother from one object to another.'work Ss done
physical object ` ' .i.

(
s,

. 0,
.11041-441i1, B" vi ,p,,, i 1,11i .i it 1.11..1,,,, the 1,:.htirr 1-.,,crpt.iiidilln iili: l nir.c..trthe ( omen( Oscrsicy.
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Measurement of Energy

Different measuring units, dre 'used to express-quan-
t ities of different forms of energy 1r; the Joule unit
the student is iiltroduced'only to the measurement
of ?cot energy in.kilocalbr,es. Equal masses of dif-
ferent substonces do rot change their temperature
_equally when the some quatitity of heatenergy is
adc4fd to them For example when equal quantities
of heat are odded:toegual masses of water and
alcohol, the ternpefotoreOf the alcohol changes more
than the tenipercsfure of the 'water iThe
cs meosure of heat Energy. is defireo using watts., as
o standard To increase the temperature-of 1 kilo-
gram of water by I =C r5quirzs 1 kilOcalorie of heot
energy To find-the -umber of -kilocalories (kcal) of
f.eat odded to anrmats of' water ore must multiply

'the moss of the 'water in kilograms ikg) by .ths-
champ in temperature im-),and by the specific heot
of water the heat Ilecessory to increase the tempera
ture bf I kg of wafer by 1 °C, t e 1 kcal,

,,While heat energy is measured in kilixoloroiss,.",
4ttler forms of energy ore measured u different
measuring units The mothem.ati ationships
betWeen the various energy- uring units are
known, however, and there or calculations that
equate different forms of energy /shot can be mode
A. measuring umt for kinetic energy is the mule,
named to honor the scientist Jomes Prescott Joule
One kilocalorie iheot energy) equals 4185 laules
(kinetic energyl Using this relationship, a,compaiii
son can, be mode between the kinetic energy ,of, a
foiling oolect and the cheinical energy stored ip
sugpr Since 4185 ioules = 1 kilotalorie, a 34,800-
kilogram sphere folliogl. with a velocity of, 1 meter
per' second hos the lameenergy as is stored in 9
tablespoon of sugar (40 lulocolbries) and the oxygen
needed to bun; it
I kcal = i185-ioules
T pole .1? Inv& sec' .2 ' . .

. . . .,

xirretic energy = 1 2 'moss) (velocity!'
kinetlic energy = 1 2,1334,800 kg) (1 m, sec):
lonetIc energy = 167,400 kg x 0 m2, sect)

. 41

11,1101C energy = 1'67,400 kigm., sec or 167,4001oures

, Or 4dkilocalariesa. , .... , ,
.) ; .

, ra

A.
:.

heot energy = mass' of . charge on x.spei.f,< heat .0
, MeosuremenSs ofenergy,os iftis converted from. waterin temperature of water '' 1

1 . kg n °C " one form' to another have,,convinof scientists that
.

4 4 energy" is always cors:r4d ThesE mei:purer:vents

* . never show exactly equal lquontitiesif .enprgy before
arid after the cdnuersiont bbt the differev is so

, kcal =: kg ' °C
40

x Y kcal
small that ttl'e coillsse;vatiocrif 'errer`gy 11 the best

1 oz
explanation scientists con,atte So for as known,"no.4 .
elit,rgy,111 lost In 0 pnversysn,and no energy 0
gamed There ore countless ekarisplesof the conset.. ,
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vation of energy in science, moriy of which hove
proCtkal implications in 'everyday lit (3he must
spend the energy stored ,in(the the 'col system .
node up of food and oxyge: ta getpner for bodily
Warmth an cl activity. The omoun f energy one
gets from ihemicol substoncei in food depends on
the 'mass and the kind of food that is eaten if a per.
son eats more food than he needs to get the energy
to keep his bodyworm and to -move the, parts of the
body, his body . will convert' the extra cheMical
siibstonces in food into fat.that is stored in his body.

,

I.

SWUM of Iwo
For human beings and other Onimols; fogd is 'the

, mos', iniport6nt source of energy. .for, the earth,
the sun is, the most important energy source. Nuclear
reoctibns on the sun. release heatonVight. energy.
This warmth andoliqht gives, our eof o constantly
renewed supply of plant foods.

Cool and petroleum, two of our other sources
' of energy, were also produced by light energy. from
the sOn The formation of these substances required
special conditions, though, there is little choke that'

pthey con be riflupplied by $ie sun. As our supplies
of cool and petroleum 'dwindle, scientists ore explOr-,
mg new energy sources, ofid. we aie, constantly
reminded ncf, to waste ihe.irreploceoble

"stores of'.
these fuels thlot power 'dur homes and industries.

Figure B-5.,(Continuctl).
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